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INTRODUCTION

The work of compiling this bibliography was sponsored by the Office of Naval Research. At the outset, it was realized that the topic, Low Maintenance Ship Propulsion Plants, could cover a broad range of material. In fact, it can be argued that almost any development aimed at producing an improvement in ship's machinery can be construed as tending to reduce maintenance. The subject could be interpreted to include such items as refinements in the theory of lubrication or even a discussion of quantum mechanics. The authors believed, however, that the subject would have to be limited to the more direct aspects of the problem.

Any paper which discussed maintenance of ship's propulsion plants was automatically considered. The second criteria which was used was to consider those publications which discussed a problem and also proposed a solution. In both cases, the proposal had to lead to an improved plant or reduced maintenance. A few papers have been included which were considered to be idea stimulators and did not fit in either of the above categories.

The bibliography which follows was thus strongly influenced by the authors' judgment of the various publications. The most difficult problem was deciding on those papers to include since there were many more papers than could be read in the time allotted. Different authors would undoubtedly have included some papers which were rejected and rejected others that are included.

In the beginning, this was to be a "complete" bibliography. After one day, it was obvious that it would be a highly selected bibliography. A survey of the Library of Congress and the Technical Societies Library in New York had been intended. As the investigation progressed, it was found that there was more material in The University of Michigan libraries than could be read in the time available. Therefore, no attempt was made to survey libraries outside Ann Arbor.

After surveying the literature for three months, one fact is obvious. The over-all problem of reducing ship propulsion plant maintenance has received little consideration. Most of the papers included in the present bibliography are concerned with specific problems and equipment. Few of them consider the over-all problem of reducing maintenance.

Indexes, such as The Engineering Index, were surveyed back through 1955. Selected publications, such as The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers Transactions, were surveyed through 1945. Occasional papers older than 1945 are listed. Most of these are from The Institution of Naval Architects Transactions. In general, it was not productive to consider material prior to 1945.
The bibliography is arranged in three parts. The first part contains the abstracts of the articles which the authors read and considered to be germane to the subject. The second part contains a list of the articles which were read and considered to have little value relative to low maintenance ship's machinery. The final part contains a list of titles which may have value but were not read because of lack of time.

The annotated bibliography is arranged by subject. Under each subject, the papers are arranged by date—the latest paper first. All the undated papers in any one year or category come at the end of that year or category. The subject classification, in many cases, is arbitrary since some papers could fit equally well under two headings. The rejected and unread papers have been listed chronologically without regard for subject.

The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of John Couch, Kemal Uygan, Elizabeth Benford, and Helen Walker.
BOILERS


   Welded tubes are susceptible to deep pitting and perforation, particularly in the weld region. The corrosion of mild-steel tubes is reduced by chromizing or phosphating. Possible reasons for extended life are discussed.


   Basic additives used: magnesium carbonate, proprietary additive, and zinc. All three additives reduced the concentration of sulphur trioxide in the flue gas at the inlet and outlet of the air heater compared with the no-additive test. Magnesium carbonate was slightly more effective despite the considerably higher sulphur content of the fuel. All oil-fired boilers should be operated with the minimum practicable amount of excess air, to suppress the formation of sulphur trioxide.


   The article describes A.B.C. oil burners on the CANBERRA, which are arranged for either straight pressure jet or steam-assisted atomization. It is claimed that this new design, especially using steam-assisted atomization, minimizes boiler maintenance.


   This is a further discussion of the topic "Water Side Boiler Tube Failures" by R. C. Ulmer, COMBUSTION, August, 1959. Additional and divergent views are included. This is only broadly applicable to ships since it is directed at utility problems.


   Suggestions and precautions applicable to boiler units in modern steamships are given. Reference is made to design
only where it has definite bearing on maintenance. Endeavor has been made to give basic reasons for given troubles, the means to cure them and, if possible, to avoid repetition. The paper discusses nearly all phases of boiler problems.


A discussion covers factors of water treatment and boiler operation which influence tube failures. This is a general discussion which offers little in terms of quantitative data.


In contrast with aircraft gas turbine practice, a boiler supercharger is designed with the emphasis on long life and accessibility for maintenance in line with usual marine requirements. Avoidance of serious blade vibration due to rotating stall was an important consideration, so a bleed off after the fourth stage was provided to increase flow through the inlet stages at low speeds. The first four stationary blade rows were made adjustable so that stall patterns could be altered by changing angles.


From the standpoint of circulation, there are two general types of boilers in operation: 1) natural circulation, 2) controlled circulation based on the use of a pump to distribute and circulate the water through the heat-absorption areas. This paper deals with the development, preferred designs, operating features, and low maintenance of controlled-circulation boilers.


This article reviews the boiler analysis and then goes beyond it, revealing the design of a noninteracting controller to improve boiler performance by limiting unwanted excursions of variables.

10. "Sulphuric Acid Corrosion in Oil Fired Boilers," D. R. Anderson -6-
and F. P. Manlik; ASME TRANS, v 80, August, 1958, pp 1231-1238.

Experimental studies on economizer and air heater corrosion resulting from formation of sulphuric acid in residual oil fired boilers are described. Nickel, iron, sodium, and vanadium in the fuel each decreased the corrosion normally experienced by the test specimen.


A bibliography is presented of 89 references to report literature on stress, crevice, galvanic, and uniform corrosion of stainless and carbon steel in high temperature boiler water.


The small amount of sulphuric acid (20-50ppm) condenses on surfaces at temperatures up to 350°F and causes severe corrosion of the boiler construction material, especially on economizer and air heater surfaces. Sulphur-trioxide formation and the effect of fuel ash on low-temperature corrosion are discussed. Nickel, iron, sodium, or vanadium present in the oil tend to decrease corrosion by the reductive effect. Iron tends to increase corrosion due to formation of catalytically active surfaces. Mixtures of sodium oxide and vanadium pentoxide decrease corrosion.


When deaerating heaters are operated properly, they eliminate oxygen and uncombined CO₂ from boiler feedwater. Potential CO₂ in steam condensate can be minimized by lime softening, lime-soda ash treatment, and zeolite softening. Morpholine is the best neutralizer for closed systems. Film-forming inhibitors and filming amines prevent attack by both CO₂ and dissolved oxygen. As a corrosion preventive measure for the air-leakage problem, the use of packless control valves for steam-heated process equipment is desirable. The use of welded or brazed joints is recommended as a corrosion-control measure. Proper design can correct impingement effect.

-7-

The test of a model once-through liquid metal steam generator using seven full-length 1/2 inch OD tubes is described. None of the 25 unscheduled shutdowns was caused by failure of liquid metal components. One year of operation of the unit indicates the once-through steam generator to be entirely satisfactory.


Prevention of acid condensation on boiler tubes is studied with the following additives: ammonia (seems to be the best) zinc dust dolomite magnesium oxide magnesium soap zinc naphthenate magnesium naphthenate


Firing speeds, good start-up procedure effects on superheater design, superheater drains, and nondrainable superheaters are discussed.


Carbonate-sulfate scale yields to either mechanical or acid cleaning. Where silicates dominate scale composition, usual acid cleaning is virtually useless. Repeated chipping or turbining is the only recourse. For internal conditioning, alkaline phosphate-organic type treatment may be used. Magnesium hydroxide is an excellent silica absorbant. Hot lime-soda, filtering mediums, and demineralization are also discussed.


The paper considers chemical conditioning in this light, stressing advantages and limitations of the co-ordinated phosphate-pH control method of boiler water conditioning.
Considered also is the use of auxiliary chemicals such as sulfite, hydrazine, alkalizing amines and ammonia, and the numerous design and operation factors involved in evaluation of any boiler-water treatment method.


Hydrazine-treated boiler feedwater appears to be a big step forward in the search for the ideal treatment which would produce feedwater of slight alkalinity, zero-dissolved solids, and complete absence of free oxygen. Hydrazine should play an important part in further reducing scale deposit and corrosion, thereby cutting downtime.


To prevent air-heater tube corrosion and fouling outside the tubes, CO₂ percentage in the flue gases is increased as much as possible (13%) either by injection of oil into the base of the flame from the rear of the boiler, or by introduction of flue gases instead of air. CO₂ in the flue gas, if increased, decreases the dew-point temperature, which in turn reduces fouling.


A new nozzle design for boiler cleaning is described. For steam blowing, stellited seating surfaces for integral blower valves give greater assurance of tight valves and lower maintenance cost. To prevent ramming of the condensed steam against the blower steam packing, steam supply piping is sectionalized. Electric soot-blower and control system is better than air system on the basis of low maintenance.


Complementing external water conditioning, the internal treatment by sodium-base salts and blowdown keeps scale and mud off internal surfaces and protects boiler metal against corrosion and embrittlement.

23. "Field Studies of Pre-Boiler Corrosion in Higher Pressure Steam Plants," H. A. Grabowski, H. D. Ongman, W. B. Willsby; COMBUSTION,
Systems of 1800 psig, 1300 psig, 1500 psig, 1000 psig, 1550 psig, 1250 psig, 2000 psig are investigated for pH control and additives as ammonia, sulfite, amines, hydrazine in the feedwater, and results are obtained which indicate corrosion can be reduced in pre-boiler circuit. Low-pressure heater drips should not be added directly to the condensate system.


Chlorination, softening, distillation, and cation-anion exchange complete the external treatment for boiler water. Details on when these processes are used and how they operate are given.


This article covers the means to prevent panting and vibration in boilers, which causes damage to boiler brickwork.


Studies for a 650 psig boiler plant covered silica removal by demineralization, by hot-lime zeolite, and by salt splitting.


Solubility is the key to scale sludge problems. Protection comes from changing scale-forming salts into sludges that are easily blown down before these salts saturate the water.


Morpholine is relatively stable at boiler pressures up to 2500 psi and steam temperatures up to 1200°F. The amount of breakdown of morpholine to ammonia increases quite slowly and uniformly up to 1200°F, the highest temperature tested. Of all the materials tested, morpholine most nearly fulfills the requirements for an ideal, volatile, alkaline material.
for pH control in steam-generating systems.


The physical and chemical properties of hydrazine are discussed, particularly as they relate to its use for scavenging dissolved oxygen in boiler feedwater. The amount of hydrazine to use, the methods of application, and the methods of control of dosage are described. The results of use of hydrazine for boiler-feedwater treatment in several central power stations are summarized.


The paper includes information relating to attack by boiler water on steel of boilers and superheaters. Examples of aggressive action drawn from field experience are explored by metallographic study of damaged specimens. It is concluded that the power of bonded oxygen of water to react with steel can be curbed by making both chemical and physical changes in boiler systems.


The use of dolomite will reduce the amount of sulphur trioxide present in the flue gases and will inhibit sulphuric acid corrosion. Furthermore, dolomite will reduce the quantity of ash depositing in the air heater and the amount of work necessary to keep these surfaces clean.


Boiler failures are divided into two groups, careless operation and service defects due to mechanical and chemical attack, or overheating. Different causes are studied and cures given for boiler failures such as boiler explosion and collapse due to low water conditions, boiler failure by corrosion fatigue, explosion of boiler tubes, breakdown and explosion of economizers, explosion from steam and feed piping, and boiler-flue-gas explosion.

33. "Thermco Boiler Feed System," MAR ENGR AND NAV ARCH, v 77, n 937,
The Thermco system aims to remove the dissolved oxygen and CO₂ from the feedwater inside the boiler but not in the water space. Among the advantages claimed are reduction of hard scale due to removal of the dissolved gases, relief of thermal stresses in the boiler due to delivering the feed on the surface of the water, and less likelihood of damage due to any oil carried by the feed being deposited on the heating surface.


Feed of cylohexylamine once a day provided better protection to both iron and copper alloys than was afforded by the ammonia naturally present in the system. Continuous feed of cylohexylamine along with sodium sulphite at the condensate pump discharge still further reduced the iron and copper content of the condensate and of the boiler feedwater. A low level of 0.02 ppm of Fe and 0.01 of Cu in the condensate have been attained in two plants.


The paper gives the important lessons learned from the operation of oil-fired water-tube boilers at sea since 1925. A statement is given of certain of the basic requirements necessary to ensure prolonged and reliable service. Two fundamentally different designs of boilers for application in the same ship are presented.


The paper discusses the occurrence of air heater deposits and their effect on performance, maintenance, and design. Suggestions are offered for minimizing the difficulties with new methods of design and operation.


Phosphoric acid is a good solvent for acid-cleaning of boilers. This solution can be boiled at atmospheric pressure with negligible attack on the boiler metal, thus permitting the solution to be heated and circulated by normal low-level firing of the boiler. These solutions are stable...
at atmospheric pressure and yield no corrosive vapors above the solution or noxious fumes in the plant. Boiler surfaces cleaned with phosphoric acid are resistant to rusting.


It was realized that the leakage was due to the elastic strain which occurs in the tube holes of highly stressed drums. The elastic deflections, or total "spring" of the joint resulting from expanding operation, must be correspondingly increased to accommodate the increased drum strain. Various suggested methods of achieving this are reviewed. Insertion ferrules were selected as the most promising.


Boiler embrittlement is nothing but an intermediate stage in a naturally occurring hydrogen purification treatment. On pages 110-117, there are 427 references on boiler maintenance and corrosion.


An improved type of tube, approaching very nearly to the standard U-tube, is evolved to allow simplification of boiler design and the advantages of excellent circulation, high gas speeds, and higher heat transmission rates. Other simplifications and improvements are also rendered possible which enable substantial reductions in installing and maintaining boilers of any pressure and capacity.

41. "Water-Tube Boilers in Some Recent Merchant Ships with Service Results," H. E. Yarrow; INA, 1931.

Particulars of several marine boiler installations are given. A table of boiler repair and maintenance costs for four ships for a seven-year period is included. There is also a table of service results for six boiler installations.

42. "Boiler Deposits," V. B. Lewes; INA, 1891.
Fire tube failures caused by deposition of engine lubricant on the surfaces is discussed.


Scale formation and composition from sea, fresh (river), and distilled water are discussed along with water treatment.

44. "On Water-Tube Boilers," J. Fortescue Flannery; INA, 1876.

This paper gives the history of recent water-tube boiler failures and some design details.


This is an interesting paper, although it is of little use today.


The problems of jet condensers, cylinder condensations, and of using sea water for boiler feed are discussed.

CORROSION


Mercury-inhibited brass condenser tubes retard the buildup of deposits. Even after deposits have started to build up they are much more easily removed, usually by simple mechanical methods. Uniform corrosion in place of pitting corrosion lengthens tube life by retarding spot failure of the condenser tube wall.


Corrosion rates of different materials have been determined in flue gases from an oil-fired, water-cooled furnace.
Aqua-Clear has shown that it can reliably protect water circulation systems and water tanks, regardless of the quality and temperature of the water. It is used in liquid form as an additive for closed water circulation systems or storage tanks, including ballast tanks. For continuous flow systems, Aqua-Clear feeder is used in its hard crystal form. Results of the test indicate that corrosion weight loss with Aqua-Clear is in the same order as with potassium bichromate, but the loss is more evenly spread and local heavy pitting is less evident.

Economizers, air heaters, and the ancillary ferrous equipment of boiler installations burning fuels of high sulphur content may be protected by the injection into the flue gases of 0.03 percent of heterocyclic tertiary amines by weight of the rated fuel capacity of the installation. When using amines as inhibitors, an advantage is the ease with which air heaters may be washed with water. Carbon deposits which accumulate are readily wetted and their removal presents no problem compared with that of bonded ferrous incrustations.

This study was initiated to determine the feasibility of using aqueous hydrazine to remove dissolved oxygen from water in low-temperature systems. Hydrazine is being investigated to determine its potential as an oxygen scavenger or corrosion inhibitor. The amount of oxygen removed by hydrazine increased as the reaction time, solution temperature, and initial hydrazine-to-oxygen ratio increased.

Tests were set up to examine the influence of copper in the steel from which the tubes are manufactured and the effect of surface coating on the life of the tube examined (mild steel tubes chromized, coated with aluminum, phosphated). A comparison was made of the resistance to corrosion of mild steel and of wrought-iron tubes. Electrical-
resistance welded tubes are subject to deeper pitting than seamless tubes. Chromized tubes are resistant to corrosion, but they become brittle. Aluminum-coated tubes have no greater corrosion resistance than uncoated tubes. The greater resistance to pitting of wrought-iron tubes is due to the formation of the hard, compact scale on the tubes.


This is a review of progress in research on preventing corrosion caused by burning residual fuel. The methods discussed are corrosion-resistant alloys, fuel additives, and protective coatings. The basic mechanism of this type of corrosion is also discussed.


The solution to fretting corrosion aims at stopping the fretting; one answer is clamps. Split hubs and tapered bushings clamp sheaves and sprockets to shafts as snugly as a shrink fit and with a clamping force greater than the force causing fretting. Lubes containing graphite or molybdenum are a second answer to the reduction of fretting damage. A third approach applies materials which will not fret as shaft and hub coatings. Teflon and rubber are common examples of these coatings.


Causes of corrosion problems in steam and return systems of steam power plants are discussed along with effects and occurrence. Deaeration of feedwater and other correctives, such as using sulfite and hydrazine, are covered.


This title list of 108 references to reports and published literature is concerned chiefly with the effects of hydrogen on steel and titanium.

The introduction to this bibliography contains a very good, explicit survey of the understanding of, prevention of, and research on this corrosion phenomena to date.


Methods used to reduce corrosion are reviewed with emphasis on chemical control of boiler water and injections of potassium hydroxide and potassium phosphate. Chemical concentrations at full load are given.


Bunker C oil was used during the tests of the materials. An analysis of the ash constituents present in the oil-fired boiler during the tests also showed high vanadium, sulphur, sodium, and calcium contents. Corrosion results were obtained on both cast and wrought alloys as well as on some alloys with various coatings. An extensive metallographic investigation was conducted on all alloys exposed to determine the type of attack each material underwent during the exposure period.


A discussion of crevice corrosion and selection of materials for high purity water medium is presented.


This paper covers briefly the history of the uses of metallic zinc and zinc coatings to control corrosion and the basic theory under which zinc is protective to steel. Methods of application including hot-dip and electrogalvanizing, metallizing, sherardizing, and painting are outlined and discussed.


The latest corrosion-resistant metals which stand up against corrosive water, high temperatures, and chemical attack are
given. Inert barriers (silicones, epoxies, vinyls) bring corrosion to a dead stop by setting up an impregnable wall around less corrosion-resistant materials. More efficient deaeration and new inhibitors are recent developments in the water-treatment field which promise more effective corrosion control in water systems.


From the point of view of brittleness of the material, the nickel-boron type offer some advantages as compared with the cobalt-chromium type for turbine blading. Both materials, in powder form (finely powdered granules), are sprayed on the surface to the required thickness, after which the powder is fused to the blade. A design for a LP turbine is given; small orifices along the lower casing drain water from the LP turbine.


A selection of materials is suggested to reduce sulphur dew-point corrosion in exhaust gases on air preheaters, compressors, valves, and heat exchangers. In static tests, Hastelloy C was found to be resistant to sulphuric acid concentrations of less than 0.8. A phenolic resin to coat acid containers is most suitable for protection of copper from acid attack. A test simulating compressor-inlet conditions indicated high corrosion resistance of Type 316 stainless steel, Inconel, Carpenter No. 20, and Discaloy. In low temperature, moderate gas-velocity regions such as found in precoolers, intercoolers, and waste-heat-recovery units, Type 316 stainless steel and Hastelloy C have good acid resistance.


A general discussion is presented on how to obtain low maintenance and long life. It is emphasized that a measure which is a remedy in one case may aggravate the damage in another, indicating the need for careful diagnosis. General preventive measures given are: 1) reducing relative movement by increased friction force, increased normal load, elastic inserts; 2) reducing friction by lubrication or low friction inserts; 3) excluding the atmosphere with rubber gaskets; 4) increasing the abrasion resistance of the surfaces; 5) separating the surfaces.

The results of corrosion tests on a variety of metallic alloys in 500°F water are summarized. The austenitic stainless steel of the 300 series and certain types of zirconium have shown the best corrosion resistance in water. Operation of the system at 500°F with water containing at least 50 cc of hydrogen per liter permits the widest selection of materials of construction.


Under severe conditions caustic embrittlement, cracking associated with the presence of sodium hydroxide in the boiler, is avoided by adding inhibitors to the water. Thus, tannins, quebracho extract, waste sulfite liquor, sodium nitrate, sodium phosphate, and other additives have been beneficial. Nickel cladding has been used successfully to prevent caustic embrittlement. A full annealing and slow cooling of the fabricated pressure vessel is a dependable means of preventing stress-corrosion cracking, provided applied loads are not excessive. Painting magnesium alloys susceptible to stress-corrosion cracking has increased their life four or five times. Anodic electrodeposits have worked well. Use of sacrificial anodes which stop the corrosion has stopping the cracking in many experiments.


The article gives examples of the use of Neoprene coating to prevent corrosion and wear. The critical parts that can be coated include condenser tubes and tube sheet, pump impeller, heat exchanger head, large blowers, and steel valves.


The tests so far carried out indicate that chromates are the most respondent to all requirements for the diesel cooling water. The best mixture seems to be that of equal parts of potassium chromate and sodium carbonate.

This paper presents a short review on the subject of corrosion in general. It is devoted principally to the practical applications of cathodic protection to numerous metallic structures. There are 22 references on corrosion on page 814.

**DIESEL ENGINES**


   The paper discusses the design of a 900 mm bore Fiat diesel. It describes design features which reduce vibration, lacquer formation, and outage from turbo blower failure. Some other design features are also discussed.


   The paper deals with the various studies which are being made for the purpose of increasing the degree of supercharging, further improving reliability of the engine, decreasing the frequency of overhaul of the engine, and simplifying the handling and maintenance. Also discussed are vibration, exhaust cam, crosshead pin bearings, connecting rod oil grooves, and temperature distribution in the walls of the combustion chamber.


   The engine is easily installed without the necessity for such equipment as heat exchangers, oil coolers, extended pipe work, and coolant circuits which are required for water-cooled engines. Air-cooling makes for quick warming up and gives an optimum running temperature over a wide range of loads.


   As a result of continuous cooling, piston clearance can be reduced to a fraction of that necessary for uncooled pistons. The combination of positive cooling and minimum clearance means that these engines have a low rate of piston wear. Servicing of pistons and cylinders is made simple;
after removal of the cylinder head, the piston crown is detachable after withdrawing six bolts without taking the piston and connecting rod out of the cylinder.


Studies at the U.S. Naval Engineering Experiment Station on the failure of several crankcase designs revealed that cavitation-erosion in the water seal area of an aluminum crankcase was eliminated by a wide-band cylinder-liner water seal, fabric inserts, and tough seal materials. The seal strength was made adequate for at least 3000-hour engine operational periods.


Features of the new design calling for attention are the simplified transverse beam carrying the load from the upper piston to the side rods, the new design of the center-top end in which a lead-bronze pad carries the firing load directly from the cross-head to the connecting rod, and the plain crankshaft bearings without spherical housing. The latter are made possible by the shorter and stiffer crankshaft which is such an important basic feature of the design.


A description is given of how the use of a vapor phase cooling system allows efficient and economic utilization of heavy fuels in towboat diesel engines by eliminating many of the maintenance problems usually associated with the use of these fuels.


As a result of the failures of the 750 mm Doxford crankshaft, there have been many changes in design. This paper discusses those design changes which have been made to eliminate future failures.

Problems pertaining to marine, vehicle, and stationary diesel plants were treated in a symposium and discussion at a general meeting. Instrumentation and controls, maintenance and repair, bearings, cylinder liners, and injection equipment were some of the included topics.


This is a comparison of the relative piston ring wear obtained with an early and a more recently developed free piston engine in a diesel laboratory test. Radioactive wear and engine cleanliness tests have shown the advantages of using selected high-alkaline single-phase petroleum lubricants.


The desirable characteristics provided when ceramic coatings are applied to diesel engine piston crowns, diesel valves, and cylinder heads are heat resistance up to 500°F, abrasion and electrical resistance, chemical inertness, and insulation. Use of these coatings leads to extended periods between overhauls. The results noted thus far are clean piston skirts, clean rings, and unclogged liner airports.


In bending fatigue tests, an improvement of from 16 to 32 percent was obtained by using hollow crankpins and journals in the crankshaft of a high-speed compression ignition oil engine. The same improvement was obtained when the journals were left solid and only the crankpin was made hollow.


The resulting uniform temperatures provide advantages over conventional engines. There is less cylinder wear and lubricating oil sludging. This naturally decreases maintenance costs while it lengthens the life of the engine. Dowtherm 209, which will azeotrope with water, proved superior in giving freeze protection both in the engine and in the condensate return line. The product has also minimized corrosion.
A 60% mixture provides freeze protection down to -80°F.


Type 1 Ni-Resist iron is an ideal material for ring inserts as its thermal-expansion closely matches that of the aluminum alloy. Type 1 Ni-Resist iron withstands abrasion from the piston rings due to its excellent resistance to galling, metal-to-metal wear, and its superior strength at elevated temperatures.


Maintenance problems are discussed as well as maintenance techniques and procedures. Table 71, page 279, gives information about cast iron and chrome bore cylinder liner wear for 1000 hours of operation. There have been no major renewals except for the normal replacement of pistons and liners. The shell main bearings and the crankshaft are in good condition; there has been little or no wear.


Factors which affect service life are considered along with the characteristics of turbocharged engines which lead to service problems. The particular subjects treated include ways to avoid over-fueling the engine, adjustments for altitude, damage caused by air leaks, and bearing play.


High speed oil engines running on various loads suffer more wear than similar engines running on full loads most of the time. Increased corrosive wear is due to too low temperatures at part loads and can be countered by employing cooling temperatures of the order of 105°-110°C.

To prevent corrosive wear in chromium-plated liners, alkaline additive cylinder oils are applied. Two new methods of preventing corrosive wear are indicated by the results of this investigation. The first is the excessive lubrication of the liner; the other is to insulate the piston electrically from the piston rod.


A discussion of experiments made with a porous chrome-plated line of EMD 567 engine cylinders. The rate of wear of the unplated liner is 2.5 times that of a porous chrome-plated liner. In 200,000 miles a new cast-iron liner will have a maximum wear of 0.25 percent of bore diameter. Statistical data shows that 50 percent more use can be obtained from the chrome-plated liners than is possible under present practice. None of the porous-chrome cylinders was condemned for out of roundness. The roundness of the chrome cylinders would encourage good performance and low lube-oil consumption.


This paper evaluates chromium-plated cylinders specifically and cast-iron cylinders in general for use in today's engines operating on diesel, bunker C, or residual fuels. Particular reference is made to marine units, materials, wear rates, initial and maintenance costs, fuel costs, and extent of wear. It was found that chrome (porous)-plated cylinders have a life span of at least twice that of the cast-iron cylinders.


It is a general discussion with nothing on low maintenance except references.


The use of Ni-Resist (high nickel austenitic iron) and alloys have resulted in long life and excellent dependability for the critical parts of the turbocharger. The largest size turbocharger built by Schwitzer Corp. uses D-2 Ni-Resist ductile iron for greatly improved strength.
at service temperatures. The mounting of this turbocharger on the engine with no additional support simplifies engine maintenance. Cummins Engine Co. specifies type 2B Ni-Resist iron because it resists high temperature warping, scaling and corrosion, and meets the required high strength levels.


A combined series-parallel operation test showed that maneuvering properties were excellent and also that the only advantage over the series process is that the engine is considerably simplified due to the absence of the auxiliary pump and the large exhaust line.


The author discusses design experience and philosophy of diesel engine design with special emphasis on vibration problems and their solution.


Using new classes of pressure-charges, there was equal power in fewer cylinders and a consequent reduction in maintenance. Increasing cylinder size resulted in a reduction in dimensions and the number of working parts.


A new French patent of an engine using the piston principle in association with continuous rotary motion is discussed.


Because of the low inlet temperature to the turbine in this free piston gas-generator/gas turbine unit, it is free from the corrosion problems associated with conventional gas turbines.

In Mr. G. Camner's paper it is shown that the exhaust gas blower can be employed for scavenging and supercharging two-stroke diesel engines embodying the loop-scavenging system. The no-scavenge pump is the one of the three different forms investigated, the turbocharger alone producing the scavenging and supercharging air. This type offers the advantages of lower fuel consumption, greater reliability in service, simpler maintenance owing to the smaller number of mechanical parts, and the noise level is reduced by the elimination of the scavenge pump and its transmission.


Marine engines require an oil of very high alkalinity content to reduce the severe corrosive wear and piston fouling. An alkalinity concentration of the order of 40-50 mg KOH per gram is necessary. One method of providing the necessary alkalinity, which has been very successful, is to use an emulsion of a strong aqueous solution of an alkaline material in the cylinder oil.


Both operating experience and laboratory engine tests with silicon alloy pistons have shown a tremendous reduction in the groove wear compared with Y-alloy. Hyper-eutectic alloys have a very low coefficient of expansion, enabling a substantial reduction to be made on cold clearances which are often comparable with those of a cast iron piston. Test pieces taken from the crown, ring belt, and boss strut sections show that in every case, both in the "as cast" and heat treated conditions, higher values are obtained from pistons cast by the chilled core method. Such castings have higher fatigue strength and greater uniformity.


The inertia-flow ring has a generous peripheral area; therefore, the unit radial load is kept to a minimum. A chamfered lead-in at the edge of the upper land promotes a Michel effect. Thus, the ring always works on a fully lubricated surface with little friction or wear.

Suggested corrosion inhibitors are soluble oil and chromates. Some of the means of reducing cavitation erosion are reducing vibration, reducing piston clearance, increasing liner wall thickness, coating the liner surface, and plating.


All piston rings assume a curved profile due to wear. It would appear that the adoption of a parabolic profile provides a means for improving piston-ring lubrication, reducing the amount of boundary lubrication and thereby cylinder wear. This is especially true during the running-in period. With more efficient top rings, it may be found that the number of rings per piston assembly could be diminished, reducing total piston friction.


A discussion of some methods for improving the high speed operation, including the application of hydraulic lash adjusters to the diesel valve gear, is given. Cam design, push rod, valve spring, valves, and valve seats are also treated.


The U.S. Bureau of Ships recommends that all diesel engines (above 500 rpm) that are cooled with fresh water shall operate within certain temperature ranges. Keeping the engine jacket water temperature above the minimum specified temperature is very important since engines that are too cold will cause extremely high cylinder wall and piston ring wear.


At simulated snorkel conditions, high ring and liner wear appear to be principally associated with sulphur content of the fuel. Deposits are associated with the increase in exhaust back pressure and restriction of intake air. Cylinder liner bore corrosion is inversely related to the additive content of the lubricating oil. Higher additives
contribute heavier valve deposits. Results of experiments are given in tabulated form.


This is a discussion of the turbocharging of the Burmeister and Wain opposed piston and poppet valve engine and on the supercharging of the Doxford engine (new simplified fuel injection gear) and a review of the principal methods of supercharging two-stroke diesel engines with respect to their relative merits. Test results of the Sulzer engine are given. Uniflow scavenging and constant gas pressure turbocharging of two-stroke marine diesels are also treated.


The role of laboratory tests in railroad maintenance is described. Maintenance cost reductions are cited, through the use of lubricating oil spectrographic analysis. Lubricating oil analysis is also used to maintain proper lubricating oil properties.


Test results are given of an emulsion-type lubricant which reduces liner wear. This emulsion lubricant can also be applied to piston stuffing boxes on double-acting engines. When so used, it will prevent piston rod lacquering and reduce stuffing box fouling. With this lubricant, combustion chamber and exhaust valve deposits will also be reduced.


Light weight, high speed, turbocharged diesel engines are the objects of discussion. It was found that increasing cylinder wall thickness and control of piston clearance can reduce high frequency vibration amplitudes. This in turn reduces pitting on cylinder liners.

Copper-chromium and nickel-chromium-molybdenum iron sleeves reduce the rate of corrosion. High relative velocity between the coolant and sleeve and deflection of the sleeve accelerate the corrosion rate. Copper-chrome gray iron reduces the corrosion rate.


Interesting data has become available as the result of the operation of a group of nine R.N. diesel engines of 9-E6 type as marine auxiliary units on class B diesel fuel. The R.N. system, the manufacturer claims, provides the best possibility of giving good service on a grade of fuel which generally does not produce the best results when used in smaller marine auxiliary units.


The development work undertaken in the supercharging of the Doxford engine is outlined, along with a brief survey of the experience at sea. The employment of boiler fuels and the advantages to be gained are also described. A review of proposed methods of achieving mechanical simplification is included.


The claim is made that this design of engine (opposed piston) gives the engine "great rigidity and robustness coupled with minimum maintenance requirements." Service experience seems to substantiate this claim as 5000 hours between piston examinations was found adequate.


Porous chromium-plated liners have about 2.5 times the life of cast-iron liners. When the jacket temperature was raised to 167°F, lower rates of wear were obtained on heavy oil than were found in sister ships using diesel fuel.

This engine is designed around a two-crankshaft principle. The lower crankshaft is connected to exhaust pistons which control opening and closing for exhaust ports; the upper crankshaft is connected to air pistons which control air intake ports. This is a 1956 design which considered minimum comparative wear when choosing cylinder bore, piston speed, and bmep.


A new method of turbocharging the Fiat two-stroke single-acting engine (12,000 bhp) is discussed. The engine is suitable for operation on boiler oil. The fuel injection system was especially designed for this purpose, while the cooled scavenge and exhaust ports are kept free from deposit. The partition between the bottom of the cylinder liners and the crankcase prevents sludge from the cylinder walls from falling into the crankcase.


The authors bring all pertinent references together in a single listing. This bibliography covers a literature search from 1927-1956.


Accelerated cavitation erosion tests show that increased vibration amplitudes will cause greater amounts of cavitation; harder aluminum alloys are less damaged by cavitation than softer alloys. A neoprene coating has good cavitation resistance qualities, and engine speed has a more pronounced effect than engine load. Major frequency bands in cylinder liner vibration and cylinder block vibration for no load condition are tabulated.


Pressure, temperature, and additives were tested with a magneto-strictive-type tester for cavitation corrosion prevention. Higher pressure (30 psi) causes less cavitation; chromate prevents cavitation when used within the limits between 1000 and 2000 ppm. Boron-nitrate is not protective up to 5000 ppm concentration; gelatine is effective in inhibiting cavitation under ambient conditions.

Power requirements for the ebullition system are less because of the smaller fan driver and elimination of the engine-jacket water pump. Operating and maintenance costs are lower for the same reasons. Uniform heat transfer at a high rate is achieved by the turbulent boiling action, and there is little or no gradient in the temperature of the coolant. Those conditions result in less wear of the cylinders and pistons, thereby reducing piston blowby and oil sludging.


Improvements which are being made and steps which designers are taking to reduce to a minimum the necessity for skilled attention to diesel engines are given. This paper covers the following: lubricating oil filters, injectors, valve seats, exhaust valve, cylinder rings, and piston cooling system.


Gargoyle DTE S-250 (Socony Mobil) gave reductions of liner wear in the order of 10 percent to 35 percent, depending upon the type of engine and fuel employed.


This is a discussion of means of controlling and minimizing crankcase explosions. Recommendations are the result of investigations begun in 1948 and sponsored by BSRA.


Brightray-coated valves made of silicon-chromium material showed their ability to resist corrosion throughout long periods of continuous service.

56. "The Use of Heavy Fuels in Diesel Engines of Marine Auxiliary Sizes," J. Smith; INA, April 24, 1953.

A description of tests carried out on a single cylinder
engine burning residual fuels and the analysis of the results of these tests, with respect to fuel preparation and engine design, are presented.


The design of diesel engines to burn residual fuels is discussed, while describing experience in the burning of bunker oil in five different types of diesel engines.


A compilation of references dealing with increasing reliability, the period between overhauls, and the normal life of components is presented.

59. The technical proceedings of a symposium of the Wisconsin-DIESEL ENGINE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, sponsored by the University of Wisconsin (Madison, Wisconsin), August 29-September 3, 1949.

Piston rings and pistons, bearing design and research, diesel fuels and lubricants, and engine operation and maintenance are discussed in detail. Fuel injection and engine cooling equipment and their related problems are covered equally well.


Diesel engine cylinders and piston rings are the most critical engine parts from the wear standpoint, and in this case, porous chromium has demonstrated its ability to increase the life span of an engine. Properties inherent in porous chromium which contribute to its low wear rate in engine cylinders are hardness exceeding that of any other cylinder-lining material, high thermal conductivity, low friction coefficient and low affinity for other metals, and corrosion resistance preventing surface deterioration.


Detergent-disperser inhibitors added to paraffinic base oil give better engine cleanliness and prevent the
accumulation of sludge and other contaminants on engine surfaces and on the filters (strainers). This type of oil reduces engine wear by some 60% to 70% over that with the uncompounded oils. Recently developed compounded oils are in themselves non-corrosive and prevent the development of corrosive oil oxidation products.


The authors discuss the requirements for marine-diesel-engine fuels. A summary of engine troubles and casualties is also given. In the maintenance and wear section, a discussion is presented on combustion shock, nozzle-tip carbonization, carbon residue, sulphur, water and sediment, and wear.


The paper considers wear mainly from the viewpoint of cylinder and ring materials. Existing wear rates in medium- and heavy-duty diesel and gas engines in various fields of service are reviewed, followed by several examples of cylinder wear as affected by the hardness and structure of the iron alloy. Initial engine wear, as influenced by bore finishes and wear-resistant or chemical surface treatments, is considered, together with the action of bimetallic or composite rings, in retarding scuffing and over-all wear rates.


A decrease in operating temperature and load or an increase in altitude increases the quantity of deposits formed in diesel engines which are critical to fuel deposition. In these engines, increasing the average volatility or the cetane number of the fuel decreases the deposit.


This is a discussion of the use of internal combustion engines operating on producer gas for ship propulsion.
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

1. "Rotating-Exciter Design Keeps Pace with Generator Progress,
   D. E. Hoover; POWER, v 104, n 4, April, 1960, p 89.

   An important innovation in the free-floating shrink-ring
   commutator, this construction with its free-floating bars
   and its thin disc centering plate permits free-bar expan-
   sion and contraction without distortion or eccentricity
   during temperature changes. Design features are applied
   to insure minimum maintenance and maximum efficiency.
   Large commutator exciters may be direct-, gear-, or
   motor-driven units. For turbine-driven generators, the
   rotating-rectifier excitation system eliminates brushes,
   commutator, and collector rings.

2. "A-C Adjustable-Speed Drive for Ships,
   E. G. Schroeder; MAR ENGR, v 65, n 1, January, 1960, pp 58-60.

   A-C adjustable-speed drive for ships eliminates the con-
   ventional a-c/d-c motor generator set. The absence of
   operating components, d-c commutators and brushes, con-
   tactors, and brakes reduces operating wear. There is a
   provision of infinite speed range and stepless control.

3. "The Application of Static Switching to the Control of Two 7,500
   HP Oil-Fired Combustion Turbines,
   P. T. Carmack and E. M. Smith; AIEE TRANS, v 79, Pt II (Applications and Industry), 1960,
   pp 157-167.

   A partially automatic type of control of 7,500 hp oil-fired
   turbines is described and discussed. During starting, the
   distillate fuel provides a means of bringing the machines
   up to operating speed and temperature. Residual fuel can
   then be used successfully. On stopping, light fuel is used
   to purge the machine of the heavy fuel, thus preventing
   residue from forming when the turbines cool.

4. "Design and Development Problems of Radiation-Resistant High-
   Temperature-Tolerant Electronic Equipment Components,

   Electronic equipment and materials were tested to obtain
   a longer life in high temperature radiation fields.

5. "The Effect of Unit Size, Reliability, and System Service Quality
   in Planning Generation Expansion,
Digital simulation permits rapid detailed economic studies of power-system expansion problems. Curves of results have been presented for studies of the economic effect of ultimate unit size, boiler arrangement, forced-outage failure rate, and system service quality standard.


The article describes tests and development of a 3 hp, 1800 rpm, 440 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle prototype squirrel-cage induction motor to operate at rated horsepower in air without exceeding the temperature limits for the insulation system and also operate at rated load while immersed in sea water without insulation failure or excessive corrosion. Electrical design, insulation design, corrosion protection, and bearings are also discussed. For the insulation, a flexible epoxy resin was found to be suitable material for encapsulating the stator windings.


The brushless synchronous motor does not require any auxiliary control for synchronizing, pull out protection, or rectifier protection. These functions are all provided by a simple, reliable circuit consisting of two silicon-controlled rectifiers and two Zener diodes. The motor can be started like an induction motor with standard induction motor starters.


Formex wire insulation has excellent thermal stability in a sealed system under oil; it also has resistance to hydrolysis and moisture. The data presented in this paper indicate that in a system comprised of enameled wire, cellulose insulation, an insulating oil, and varying conditions of dryness, the ability of the wire enamel to function satisfactorily is dependent upon both its hydrolytic stability and its dielectric strength characteristics in the presence of moisture.

Any amount of any type of silicone varnish, compound, rubber, grease, laminate, or binder will cause abnormal brush wear and must be avoided in enclosed d-c machines or enclosed a-c machines having collector rings within the machine enclosure. Even minute amounts of silicone vapor are absorbed in the carbon brushes, the silicone then being converted by the arcing under the brush face to a sand-like abrasive material.


Control rods, materials used, design, operation, and an approach to low maintenance are considered. Discussion is from the point of view of reliability and low maintenance.


A squirrel-cage motor with speed that can be adjusted continuously without an additional regulator or resistor has been invented. A big feature is its simplicity of installation and maintenance. Stator bore and rotor core are spherical rather than cylindrical, permitting rotor and stator axes to be inclined with respect to each other. This makes the speed variation possible.


The motor may be limited by either the rotor or stator heating during the starting period. For motor protection to be complete, the motor must be protected during the stalled condition and the accelerating period as well as at moderate running overloads. The Nema table defining safe load $WK^2$ for given horsepowers and speeds represents a basis of good application. Table 1, page 403, gives load $WK^2$ for polyphase squirrel-cage induction motors larger than 200 hp up to 2500 hp.


It is a versatile machine capable of being adapted to single-phase and polyphase systems. The brush and
commutator wear is negligible when the armature is rotated approximately at synchronous speed in the direction of rotation. It would be better to provide direct drive to the brush carriage by providing trunnion bearings on the commutator end and making the brush-drive motor as an over-hang similar to alternator exciters.


Two systems were tested. System Y is the system selected and currently being evaluated by the working group. System Z is the system that has been in industry from 1941 to the present. Surge test failure gave an extrapolated life of 11.5% shorter than that predicted from actual life for system Y, while it was 9.3% greater for system Z.


Seals of the size of generators tested as well as larger sizes are being applied on 3600 rpm machines. Much larger seals are being applied on an 1800 rpm conductor-cooled machine. Also, these applications are for machines suitable for operation at more than 30 psi hydrogen pressure. Oil film pressure is only slightly higher than the hydrogen pressure; bearing pressure on the babbit seal face is very conservative for all foreseeable hydrogen pressure requirements. Oil film pressure adjusts itself automatically for changing hydrogen pressure.


The paper describes a drive in which a wound-rotor induction motor is supplied through a static-magnetic power modulator. The drive provides accurate, continuously variable control of speed at any setting up to synchronous speed in either direction of rotation. It is stated that all the components of the drive are highly reliable and require a minimum of maintenance.

A program is outlined to determine the relative severity of circuit characteristics and to develop means for quantitatively relating the significant circuit characteristics to the contact erosion of a capacitor switch designed for the practical maximum life. Predicting load-life characteristics of capacitor switches in distribution circuits is also treated.


Replacement of rotary exciters by the Accurex static system reduces maintenance. This is used for marine auxiliary alternators for fast and accurate voltage regulation, having no moving parts.


This new design of brush holder and pressure finger has the advantages of lengthening the period between successive reconditioning of the motor commutators five to ten times and almost doubling brush life.


A survey was made of world-wide published literature dealing with the reliability of electronic components and circuits; 616 annotated references are given.


The paper discusses the development of a protective system for conditions of excessive differential expansion and instantaneous thrust-bearing failure under impact loading. The trip of the unit as related to motor-driven boiler feed pumps has been designed for a low level in the oil reservoir, loss of lubricating oil pressure in the hydraulic coupling drive for a shaft-driven boiler feed pump, excessively high and low boiler water drum level, and excessive rates of metal temperature change.

Conductor cooling for both rotor and stator windings is reviewed briefly. The reliability of very large generators has been considerably enhanced by the development of Mica-pal, a greatly improved high-voltage insulation for stator coils. Progress in the improvements of the mechanical operation of rotors, balancing techniques, predetermination of critical speeds, improvement and simplification of hydrogen systems, and new techniques in precautionary practices to guard against gas explosions is discussed.


A new type of turbine-generator bar ground insulation has been developed which uses a mica mat as the predominant dielectric material, modified epoxy resins as the binding, an impregnating agent, and woven glass tape as the supporting member. It is physically much stronger and tougher than any previously available system. It has high dielectric strength, longer high-voltage endurance, and lower dielectric loss than systems which have proved their adequacy by long service. Its thermal endurance, both to very high and very low temperatures, gives assurance of long life and great resistance to deterioration.


The rectifier is located close to the equipment for which it is to be used. This has obviated the need for a d-c section of ship service switchboard and d-c distribution system. Having no moving parts, it can operate silently and maintenance is simple.


Electrical equipment wound with light, heat-resistant aluminum wire can be made smaller, cheaper, and lighter and can run hotter. Aluminum oxide, which is built up by anodizing, is an insulator that maintains its insulating properties at very high temperatures.

New insulations having longer life and the elimination of regreasing to obtain maintenance-free bearings for electric motors are discussed.


Investigation showed the two bursts were caused primarily by unusual and severe stress concentrations, combined with characteristics of the materials from which the rotors were made. Improved practices to eliminate particular differences which were the major causes of the two bursts were introduced.


There are methods available for surge protecting almost any combination of circuits and apparatus that may be encountered in industrial plants. Consequential damages due to high transient voltages, resulting from unavoidable ground faults, can be prevented by proper neutral grounding. Experience has shown that trouble from electrical failures has been reduced to a minimum when these precautions are taken.

FUELS


The article offers water washing of Bunker C oil as a solution to slag and corrosion. After studying the experience and methods used for other applications and examining the composition of slags from Atlantic fleet boilers, a major reduction in the sodium level of the bunker fuel might offset the effect of vanadium content and result in decreased slagging. Being in the form of water-soluble salts, much of the sodium content could be removed by washing. A recently-installed Bunker C fuel-washing system in the SS ATLANTIC SEAMAN represents this technique for slag reduction on a vessel with oil-fired boilers.

2. "Experimental Investigation of Fuel Additives in a Supercharged
To permit the use of high-vanadium residual oil as fuel for combined supercharged-boiler gas-turbine power plants, it is necessary to determine the treatment required to prevent the high-temperature corrosion and deposit problems associated with this fuel. The results thus far obtained are presented together with some hypotheses regarding the formation of deposits.


The paper discusses vanadium and sodium content, influence of shipboard stowage practice, sludge formation, boiler problems including spalling and ash deposits, and corrosion problems connected with the use of this fuel.


The main advantages of the purifier are that it was designed for this specific application and that it has no valves or moving parts in the bowl. It is continuous in operation and needs no attention except for the periodic dumping of the concentrated sludge.


The effect of high-vanadium fuel on the life of parts of gas turbines is discussed. A suggestion is made for indefinite continuous operation of gas turbines with the use of a catalyst.

6. "How Additives Can Make Your Residual Fuels Burn Better, Cleaner," R. S. Norris; POWER, v 100, n 8, August, 1956, p. 120.

The wear and corrosion problems of diesel engines, gas turbines, and steam boilers created by the sulphur, vanadium, and sodium content of residual fuels may be reduced with the proper additives.

Engine and liner wear can be reduced by neutralizing the effect of highly destructive sulphurous gases formed during combustion. Additives facilitate the use of heavier, cheaper fuel oils. A discussion is given on the beneficial effects of certain additives.


Fuel additives suggested to prevent corrosion and fouling are magnesium, silicon compound, oil-soluble calcium, zinc, and aluminum compounds. An oxide coating was found more desirable than glassy ceramic coatings for corrosion resistance. Promising materials unattacked by synthetic mixtures at 1600°F are chromium metal, alumine, thoria, spinel, and two cermets. Cosag fuel specifications and requirements are given, along with a discussion of residual fuel in base-load engines.


Sodium in gas turbine fuel causes rapid deposit formation as well as corrosion. Besides naturally contained sodium, sea water contamination during transportation introduces additional amounts. In order to obtain the benefits of low sodium fuel, 90% or more of the sodium is washed out of the fuel by a scheme described.


The paper discusses in some detail the choice and preparation of residual fuels and the design of fuel systems which would permit the efficient and economic use of bunker fuels in marine diesel engines.


The author describes the development of residual oils in the typical refinery and discusses some of their properties. The application of No. 6 fuel oil to the combustion process of gas turbines is primarily that of fuel-oil atomization and combustion chamber design.

This bibliography covers technical papers and press releases during the period 1958-1959. The references are to gas turbines for both ship propulsion and auxiliary service. The articles have been abstracted and a subject index prepared.


The initial cost, maintenance cost, availability, overhaul interval, and reliability of gas turbines are given with specific references.


A general discussion, with many references, of marine gas turbine and free piston progress during the period 1953-1957 is given. Different applications in different power ranges and the problems associated with those applications are also treated.


This is a four-paper discussion on the operation experience of gas turbines. 1) Operating experience with U.S.N. gas turbines at sea revealed that the application of gas turbines is a good practice in minesweepers. A recommendation was made for the improvement of turbine blades with precision castings instead of forged and machined ones. 2) Operating experience with the GTS JOHN SERGEANT resulted in the suggestion for fuel washing with fresh water and adding magnesium to reduce sodium and vanadium. 3) Some marine propulsion and generator set applications were tested to prevent corrosion of rotor blades made from 12-chrome steel. The cooling air problem was solved by bringing the cooling air through the center of the compressor drum, through the turbine shaft, and then to the turbine wheel. Thus, the rotating air seal which was quite a problem was eliminated. 4) Efficiency, fuel consumption, and operation are discussed.

This is a review of gas turbine and free piston developments up to 1959. The different types of gas turbine cycles and operation experiences are discussed with some given solutions for the troubles.


The effects of various heat treatments on the life of over-temperatured buckets are investigated. Full reheat treatment of over-temperatured buckets has increased resistance to leading-edge cracking and improved stress-rupture life.


The problems involved in adapting the turbine to marine service are treated, with specific reference to GTS JOHN SERGEANT. The variable-area load-turbine nozzle is well suited to marine service. The reliability of this engine is as good as or better than any other type of marine engine.


First stage bucket life is increased by a special heat treatment involving double aging. Thrust bearing failure was eliminated by increasing the effectiveness of the active thrust bearing in carrying the high static load. Compressor inlet guide vane failure was eliminated by using shrouded guide vanes. Heat shock failure was reduced by arranging a new starting control system. Fuel treating was accomplished by removing the sodium and calcium by washing. Second stage bucket failure due to fatigue and vibration was eliminated by the use of crucible 422 alloy instead of Timken material. The future trend is to build large, simple-cycle, one-shaft gas turbines.

Summaries of 108 papers on design, selection, building, and operation of marine gas turbines are given. These have been arranged by years, beginning with 1952 and extending through 1957.


This paper deals with the six most outstanding problems that were encountered during the design and development of the turbines. These problems are related to centrifugal compressors, high-pressure turbine, governing of a compound gas turbine alternator, flexible bearings, turbine casing, and small axial flow compressors.


The results of the experience with the 1200 hp gas turbine and improvement of design for the new 5500 hp cycle considering the working state, materials selected, increasing the life of components, and component failure are described. A discussion of the new 5500 hp turbine includes a general outline, machinery arrangement, turbine cycle, LP compressor, intercooler, air ducting, HP compressor, HP turbine, LP turbine, heat exchanger, combustion chamber, burners, starting steam turbine, transmission and control system, lubricating oil system, fuel system, propulsion control, electrical system, and waste-heat boiler.


This is a discussion of a Boeing 502, 160 hp split-shaft engine with a centrifugal compressor, driven by a single-stage axial-flow turbine rated at 36,000 rpm. A summary of the new components used in the test is given; these include a modified combustor, first-stage turbines containing blades with a 0.6 inch chord, quick-disconnect burner elbows (permitting easy combustor removal for inspection), improved spark plugs, high temperature O-rings on the fuel governor-control arm, and bronze helical-drive gear for lube oil pump. A listing of difficulties experienced during 2500 hours of testing in two Boeing 502-6 gas turbine engines is presented. The results of this test indicate that a 1000-hour overhaul period is feasible.

Objectives of the accelerated service test were demonstration of reliability and low maintenance requirements, establishment of future maintenance and overhaul schedules, and obtaining improved durability and performance information. Compressor-inlet guide vanes are made from rolled vane stock rather than sheet metal. Carboblast cleaning material is a simple and effective tool against compressor blade fouling.


The regulating procedure of closed-cycle plants is made quite simple by combining pressure-level variation with bypassing the compressor. Inlet, outlet, and bypass valves for the working medium are in the cold region. Charging and leakage compressors' reliability is improved by using rotary Lysholm-type compressors. The turbine and compressor are built on the same shaft with Tucoset, reduced leakage losses, and no need for high-pressure glands.


The 3000 hp, 8500 rpm, single turbine-compressor rotor unit requiring two end bearings outside of the gas stream for an industrial plant is described from the design, maintenance, and operational point of view. Locating the bearings outside the gas stream minimizes the effect of external misalignment. With the elimination of high-pressure seals, no external leakage of gland air occurs from the cycle. To facilitate maintenance, a single horizontal joint is provided on the compressor, combustor, and turbine covers.


A complete discussion from various sources is presented of installation, performance, and operation problems of the free-piston/gas-turbine propulsion system with some emphasis on designing for reliability.

The best over-all rotary-regenerator arrangement will have a rotor containing the matrix and a system of rotating, compartmented ducts leading out to small seal shoes.


Multiple engines of basically simple design can be employed for improved reliability by virtue of the simplicity of the individual units. Blade root design is changed to fir-tree fixing; simple sleeve-type bearings are used.


A discussion is presented of the naval use of gas turbines, the advantages claimed for smaller craft, and the future needs for gas turbines to be a naval prime mover.


French naval minesweepers are described which are powered with two sets of gas turbines, each powered by one GS-34 free piston gas generator and each delivering 1000 hp at the propeller shaft. The gas turbines run at 9000 rpm and drive the propeller at 500 rpm through reduction gearing. Controls consist of a three-way valve at the turbine operated by a servo-motor at the control position and an injection pump control. To move ahead or astern, the controls are adjusted to close the inlet to astern or ahead turbines, respectively.


For the free piston gas system, the temperature and pressure are moderate. Due to these operating conditions, there is no corrosion trouble from vanadium. Mechanical vibrations are very slight. As regards frequency of inspection and maintenance requirements, experience indicates the turbine can run satisfactorily 20,000-25,000 hours without overhaul. The precombustion chamber and moving parts have to be examined at every 3000 hours; injectors have to be undertaken after every 1500 hours. No adjustment of the oil and cooling water system is necessary.

These engines require no special attention in heavy weather. When the propeller comes out of the water in a heavy sea, the gas generators are unaffected and continue to run at the speed and stroke required and no adjustment of the oil and water cooling system is necessary.


The authors have found that the elbow chamber has maintained its original promise in practice of mechanical simplicity, accessibility, and economy and is proving itself suitable for a wide range of different fuels.


The installation of two 4000 hp marine gas turbines in a PT boat (USN) is discussed and a description given of the operating difficulties encountered in the operation of similarly equipped British patrol boats. Improvements in operating reliability brought about by design changes are also discussed.


This paper offers a detailed description of design features developed for the mobile power unit. It also covers considerations of flexibility necessary to make this gas turbine suitable for other applications.


This paper describes a new type of liner and fuel nozzle which, on the basis of limited field experience, have shown improved life with fewer changes. It also gives a brief review of test data and operating experience on combustion liners and fuel nozzles.

After some 33,000 hours of operating experience with marine gas turbines in naval vessels, the reliability, economy, ease of operation, and quick replacement of this type of prime mover may be considered well established. Details of experience gained in the operation of the various units in service are gas turbine marine application for 250 kw emergency generator set, 500 hp auxiliary generator drive, 160 hp mine sweep generator drive, 160 hp mine sweep propulsion drive, 160 hp auxiliary generator drive, 50 hp pump drive, and 160 hp deicer.


For a booster or peak-load engine, a single-spool engine with a free-power turbine provides simplicity. The advantages of a multiengined plant from the point of view of ease of maintenance and simplicity of replacement of parts are discussed. Component design considerations are given for compressor, combustion chamber, turbines, ducting, intercoolers, regenerators, and waste-heat boiler.


This paper discusses the fuels best suited for use in the gas turbine, lists data on the hours of operating experience and reliability of gas turbines now in service, discusses the size ranges available, and shows the ability of gas turbines at elevated pressure and temperature to utilize surplus gas available from some processes.


A program was initiated to determine the effect of salt water entrained in diesel fuel on turbine deposits and corrosion. A series of short tests, in which fuel containing up to 0.5% sea water was used, indicated that sea water contamination should be avoided.


Water (or some other liquid coolant) is sprayed to the rotor blades and forms a layer which serves both to insulate the blade from the hot gas stream and to extract heat from the blade. Results of experiments on a supercharger, with gas temperatures between 1150°F and 2350°F,
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For a booster or peak-load engine, a single-spool engine with a free-power turbine provides simplicity. The advantages of a multiengined plant from the point of view of ease of maintenance and simplicity of replacement of parts are discussed. Component design considerations are given for compressor, combustion chamber, turbines, ducting, intercoolers, regenerators, and waste-heat boiler.


This paper discusses the fuels best suited for use in the gas turbine, lists data on the hours of operating experience and reliability of gas turbines now in service, discusses the size ranges available, and shows the ability of gas turbines at elevated pressure and temperature to utilize surplus gas available from some processes.


A program was initiated to determine the effect of salt water entrained in diesel fuel on turbine deposits and corrosion. A series of short tests, in which fuel containing up to 0.5% sea water was used, indicated that sea water contamination should be avoided.


Water (or some other liquid coolant) is sprayed to the rotor blades and forms a layer which serves both to insulate the blade from the hot gas stream and to extract heat from the blade. Results of experiments on a supercharger, with gas temperatures between 1150° F and 2350° F,
permit a simpler design and greater reliability than appears possible with the other cooling methods. Furthermore, the optimum blade-temperature distribution probably can be achieved more readily.


Under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Ships, a program was undertaken to redesign engine components found troublesome in the T-400J unit, increase power output and thermal efficiency, and extend engine running time to prove the reliability of the modified unit.


It is emphasized that reliability is by far the most important requirement in the control system of a marine power plant. The sprayers, control blocks, fuel system, transmission, reversing mechanism, and governors are described in turn. The reasons are given why various features were adopted in preference to the possible alternatives.


The oil-ash deposit problem in industrial gas-turbine plants is analyzed in this paper from both physical and chemical standpoints. Measurements of ash-deposit formation as a function of temperature, pressure, excess air, fuel-ash content, and test durations are shown graphically and summarized in a formula.


The paper summarizes design relationships as a means of simplifying design and selection of the most suitable regenerator for a particular gas turbine application. Criteria are presented for shape, volume, weight, or surface area---whichever is the principal limitation. The distinctive features of bare tube design and extended surface are outlined.
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Ceramic and ceramal materials have been investigated for use as turbine-blade materials. Tensile, flexure, thermal shock, and oxidation data for these materials at temperatures up to $2400^\circ$ F are presented. Data are discussed with respect to applicability for turbine use. Carbide-base materials possess good thermal shock resistance and operate cooler than most high-temperature alloys, but they may present oxidation problems.


Out of four disks tested, the standard 19-9-DL showed the best combination of strength and ductility, although the Timken 16-25-6 material as processed was slightly stronger than the standard 19-9-DL.


Inconel X for wrought forms and the heat-treated 50-nickel-20-chromium alloy in cast forms offer a useful combination of properties for components of aircraft gas turbines and for application to ship propulsion. The cast form is primarily suited for extended service applications requiring high creep resistance in the neighborhood of $1500^\circ$ F.

GEARS


This is a discussion of the RCN's experience with manufacturing hardened and ground gears. These were given some service experience and the test results are described. They claim the maximum of reliability for hardened and ground gearing.


Tests showed that the carbide family is far superior to any other type of material evaluated. Wear was very low and, after a break-in period, the increase was practically nil. A combination of metal bearings and carbide journals also gave long life and low wear because of the carbides' nongalling action. Of the other materials used for
condenser-circulator bearings, leaded bronze and "filled" Teflon running on stainless-steel journals showed up best.


The nitriding process for hardening gears will increase their reliability. Unhardened marine gearwheels are often subject to pitting, particularly with large face widths where local overloading is not always avoidable. This problem is reduced with hardened gears.


For high torques (25 x 10^6 lb. in.), a twin-turbine arrangement using dual tandem gearing having hardened first-reduction units is desirable.


A recent design of reduction gear features high-pressure and low-pressure steam turbines driving the two high-speed pinions through flexible couplings. Each high-speed pinion drives two "intermediate assemblies," each consisting of a high-speed gear connected to a low-speed pinion through a quill shaft and flexible couplings. The life of these turbine-pinion gear couplings doubled when 240 bhn (minimum) material replaced 160 bhn material.

6. "What Causes Failure of Today's Gears?," E. S. Reynolds; POWER, v 102, n 4, April, 1958, p 120.

A general discussion of five basic causes of gear-tooth failure is presented. They are original surface roughness, mechanical damage, abrasive contaminant in the lubricant, metal failure, and lubrication.


The feedwater regulator valve may be eliminated if a boiler feed pump installation embodying a hydraulic coupling is used.

Where previous electric couplings have been overhung from the diesel engine and driven gear, a new electric coupling for the U.S. Navy's LST vessels will be supported by its own bearings. Electric couplings are used to connect more than one diesel engine to pinions driving a common bull gear connected to a ship's propeller.


Turbine blade failures resulting from vibration "scuffing" on trials and breaking of teeth at the roots, causing extensive damage requiring replacement of the gear-set, were experienced. Examination of these failures revealed shortcomings in manufacture and design which have now been largely remedied. It has been possible to establish standards of manufacture necessary to ensure reliability and to make economic use of available techniques and materials. Modifications to pinion helices and use of the full length of pinions are also discussed.


The semiuniversal toothed couplings (curvic type), when used with small shaft angularities, can transmit motion properly and carry a large load at small shaft angularities. They are simple, rugged, and inexpensive.


A discussion of the causes of shaft failures in ships of the period.

HEAT EXCHANGERS


A unique feature is that tubes stay clean and never have to be cleaned chemically. They are serviced mechanically while the condenser is in full operation. This firm guarantees that tubes will maintain the same degree of cleanliness at all times. There is no stopping and starting of the
turbine for condenser cleaning, allowing more running hours per year for the turbine and longer turbine life. There are lower maintenance costs and easier handling because the equipment stays on the line.


The paper is divided into two parts, dealing first with the performance of tubes from the point of view of corrosion, and then with performance in the sense of the efficiency with which the condenser or heat exchanger performs its function. These two aspects are closely related. It is frequently found that when the efficiency is high the life of the tube is long, while poor operational performance is often accompanied by premature tube failures.


Four condensers were coated with epoxy resins; indications are that resin-coated tubes show less fouling than uncoated tubes. It is assumed that these condensers will last several years at a minimum. Coated condensers do not tend to accumulate silt and other debris as fast as the original condensers and, over a long period of time, will have a better heat transfer coefficient.


Reversal of the circulating water through the condenser tubes provides the cleaning action by washing the debris from the tube ends and out of the waterbox while the condenser is operating at or near normal steam load. The savings gained in the reduction of downtime, plus the flexibility of application, warrants serious consideration of backwash systems.


The new spherical-waterbox, all-welded heater is designed to avoid leakage and high maintenance. The spherical water-box, integral with tube sheet and heater shell, has ample room for a workman inside. Avoiding use of flanges and bolted joints eliminates potential leakage. The spherical
shape can best withstand thermal-shock stresses from quick start-ups and sudden outages.


High vacuum distillation of sea water with the Nirex plant using diesel-engine cooling water as a heat source is discussed. Vacuum maintenance ensures a boiling temperature below 104°F. Sea water passes with a high velocity and only a small part of it evaporates, thus eliminating deposits on tubes (six months service result shows no trace of deposit).


The Linden generating station boasts high-pressure feedwater heaters fabricated completely by welding. This construction eliminates all bolted joints, reduces the possibility of leakage, and yet permits head removal and access to the tube bundle without replacing any parts. The all-welded design is in line with today's increasing emphasis on reduced maintenance for power station equipment.


Hidden forms of corrosion are discussed, such as graphitization, dezincification, and impingement attack. Also discussed were modes of protection, choice of paint, cathodic protection, zinc and zinc alloys, performance of galvanic anodes, resistivity of the electrolyte, applied current anodes, uses of graphite, and permissible voltage.


In the "K" and "K-F" heaters, for closed and open systems respectively, emphasis has been placed on rugged design and simplicity of construction for low maintenance problems. In the type "K-F" feedwater heater, the valves and controls are of simple construction and require very little attention. The use of these heat exchangers will reduce piping systems.

10. "Joining Tubes to Tubesheets for Corrosive Radioactive Chemical Service," W. R. Smith; BRIT WELDING J, v 35, n 4, April, 1956,
The paper discusses joining tubes to tubesheets in heat exchangers where a corrosion medium exists on one side. The method employs welding with the inert-gas tungsten-arc process, rolling, or combinations.


The 70-30 cupro-nickel condenser tubes have shown by far the least pitting of any of the tubes tested. After about 30,000 hours of service, most of the pits were less than 0.005 inch deep for the Cu-Ni tubes with 0.4% to 0.6% iron.


The paper gives a discussion of trouble-free operation requirements. A provision for avoiding corrosive-gas accumulation is needed. Suitable material protection against direct impingement on tubes by steam and flashing drains is also required. Other suggestions are proper location of vents, more attention to the mechanical details, and careful study of failures in order to determine the causes and to provide the cures. Several heater-cycle arrangements are shown and some typical troubles and remedies treated.


The scales found in sea-water evaporators are formed of calcium sulphate, calcium carbonate, and magnesium hydroxide. Calcium sulphate scale can be avoided by using a sufficiently diluted brine concentration to maintain the sulphate in solution. The calcium carbonate and magnesium hydroxide scales can be completely prevented if the appropriate quantity of hydrogen ions is supplied by the injection of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid or an acid salt such as sodium bisulphate.


The paper describes a new type of extended surface heat exchanger developed for a gas turbine plant for a natural gas pipeline pumping station. The particular unit described is not as compact and light as it could be made because
primary consideration was given to material strength and service life. This involved relatively heavy sections for both primary and extended surfaces.


The authors recommend the optimum degree of expanding predetermined by tests conducted in advance of actual rolling operations. Experience shows that each tube and tubesheet combination of different metals and tube sizes requires a definite degree of expanding to develop its optimum joint strength.


A description is given of the design and construction of marine-type heat exchangers (lub-oil and jacket-water coolers, steam condensers, steam-and-thermal-compression distilling plants, and fuel-oil heaters) in addition to various design and operating procedures which affect fouling characteristics. Various examples are given of fouling in condensers, fuel-oil heaters, and distilling plants and how to cure them.


The lubricating-oil coolers on ships have a heavy grease-like material on the oil side, composed of hydrocarbons with some sulphur-containing organic matter. An emulsion, consisting of an organic solvent with an aqueous alkaline solvent, used at elevated temperatures and from two to four hours contact time is usually sufficient to clean the cooler.

LUBRICATION, BEARINGS, AND SEALS


Some unusual physical properties are produced due to the molecular structure of silicones, making them particularly valuable as high-temperature lubricants. The thermal life calculated from laboratory data for diester, paraffinic mineral oil, and phenyl methyl silicone is given. At present, silicones can be used for a variety of
applications where high temperatures or wide variations in temperature are experienced and the loading is light.


The replacement of solid self-aligning roller type main bearings on a diesel engine by split-roller bearings is said to increase bearing life, as well as reduce weight and risk of running hot.


A series of tests were made with rings ranging from 2 3/4 inches to 16 1/2 inches in internal diameter and at journal speeds up to 4000 feet per minute. Correlation of the results provides a means of calculating ring speed for any journal speed, from which oil delivery can then be estimated.


A method has been found and cast iron shells are now being specially treated before lining to remove all traces of graphite from the surface, thus permitting an effective tinning operation prior to lining with whitemetal.


For references only.


High-alkalinity Caltex Super DCL oil is discussed; operating experience substantiates the claim that it reduces cylinder liner wear in diesel engines burning residual fuels. When compared with engines lubricated with straight mineral cylinder oil, engines lubricated with DCL show substantial wear reduction.

7. "Lubricating Oils and Greases in the Soviet Union," N. Cheremeteff; ERDL-1525-TR (PB 151,294), a literature research study of the
Army Engineer Research and Development Laboratory (Fort Belvoir, Virginia), May 22, 1958, 109 pp. Available from OTS.

This report is a comprehensive study of Soviet literature on lubricating oil. It has three chapters: I. Lubricants, II. Silicones and Oil Additives, III. Greases. Emphasis is placed on oil additives used to counteract wear, oxidation, mechanical deposits, instability, poor viscosity, and results of temperature variations. The different kinds of additives are defined, and their characteristics and functions are given.


Lithium 12-hydroxy stearate soap in a grease gives outstanding properties which include mechanical and high temperature stability, high melting point, excellent resistance to water, long "shell life," and resistance to drying out and hardening in service. Such qualities enable these greases to be used for marine lubrication applications.


A program is described which evaluates the torque and wear characteristics of water-lubricated ball bearings as a function of ball-to-race conformity, contact angle, degree of alignment, and contact stress. Size 209 ball bearings with Stellite 19 races, Stellite 3 balls, and 17-4 pH stainless steel retainers were tested.


Piston-ring life doubled using the DX-130 Tro-Mar lubricant. The paper also discusses reducing crankcase corrosion action in journal bearings by treatment with trisodium phosphate.

The bibliography is intended to include all material pertinent to precision instrument ball bearings and fluid bearings. The references are divided into eleven categories: bibliography, design and selection, failures and causes, fluid bearings, jewel bearings, lubrication and lubricants, maintenance, manufacturing methods, materials, packaging and preservatives, and testing and inspection. Author and corporate author indexes are given, along with 440 references to the published literature.


This article gives commonly used lubrication additives in a table. Type of additive or compounds used, reason for use, and the mechanism of action are presented.


A hydrostatic gas bearing can provide shaft support with very low friction in high-speed devices like centrifuges and gyroscopes and in precision static devices such as dynamometers. The friction torque required to rotate a hydrostatic bearing is from 100 to 10,000 times less than the friction torque required to rotate oil ball bearings. This paper presents information directly applicable to designs with optimum performance characteristics for hydrostatic gas bearings.


When metal-to-metal contact occurs between shaft and bearing with this reticular structure, there is an immediate supply of tin, which provides a thin soft layer of tin over the aluminum and prevents surface breakdown. It needs no lead-based overlay plating to keep shaft wear in check.


Wear rate and friction data were collected both in the presence and absence of wear particles. The effect of sliding-surface geometry in trapping wear particles was also studied. The results suggest that an exponential relationship exists between wear rate and stress for the materials of the test.

A new diesel engine cylinder lubricant, Tro-Mar DX-130, has been developed. With this lubricant, it is claimed that a notable reduction in cylinder liner wear has been achieved when operating on residual fuels. The wear reduction varies from 72% to 90%.


In comparing the life of conventional two-alloy and three-alloy bearings with aluminum bearings, the latter are found to be superior. This longer life is especially beneficial at high speed or for heavy duty. It prolongs the interval between engine teardown and part replacement. Aluminum bearings are also free from scoring when they are properly engineered and installed.


Mechanical seals overcome many disadvantages including unstable leakage, rapid shaft or shaft-sleeve wear, and sealing-oil complications. Seal types, materials, finish, cooling systems, and selection are also discussed.


The results show that the stepped-pad bearing operates over most of the range of experiment with a greater film thickness than the Michel bearing. The stepped bearing may be made self-aligning by forming the steps on a spherical surface, or by supporting the bearing elastically. Stepped areas may be formed on the inside of a cylindrical journal by electroplating. This provides stability under high speeds and light loads or rigidity in such applications as grinder spindles.


Lubricating oil pump failure damage on journal bearings can be reduced by using a safety strip of sintered material, covered by a layer of white metal, and extending over the full width of the bearing. The length/diameter ratio of the bearing should be between 1/3 and 2/3, load up to
400 psi, and peripheral speed 25-50 H/sec.


This paper is a general discussion of steam turbine lubricants, gas turbine lubricants, internal combustion engine lubricants, lubricating greases, fire-resistant fluids, and design of lubricants.


The results with the sulphur-containing additives showed that greater chemical reactivity was desirable in the case of additives which lubricate by sulphide films. Phosphorous-containing additives mostly reduced fretting wear by generating reaction films on the surface. Extremely high percentages of diethyl hydrogen phosphate decrease the wear.


A survey of methods of reducing the galling type of wear of titanium and its alloys indicated that bare titanium and its alloys cannot be satisfactorily lubricated. The most acceptable lubricants thus far tested are of the fluorocarbon type. However, satisfactory wear performance for many operations can be obtained by the use of coatings of various kinds of titanium surfaces plus suitable lubricants. The wear resistance of the metal can be improved by oxide, nitride, and carbide case hardening and coating.


The paper reports tests which evaluated physical properties, bearing life, oxidation, low temperature torque, copper corrosion, and wear in the presence of radiation. Several experimental products that gave excellent results in standard tests before irradiation also showed superior radiation resistance.

The effects of radiation on covalent-type materials like the ordinary organic lubricants can be considered as the results of ordinary physicochemical reactions that are initiated by a somewhat extraordinary source of energy.


Bearing materials and design, with particular attention to the mechanism which raises and lowers the control rods in a water-moderated nuclear reactor, are discussed.


A discussion and bibliography is given on journal bearings and bearing materials, ball and roller bearings, bearing design, bearing failure, thrust bearings, gear lubrication, and properties of lubricants.


Annual turbine oil makeup runs between 7% and 12% of the total system capacity. To find how rates affect oil life, varying makeup rates were used in a lab stability test. The result revealed that a 6.7% weekly makeup is needed to double oil life in a lab test setup.


The efforts to correlate the wear technology of water-lubricated bearings are reported. The use of carbon and fluorocarbons as bearing materials for operation in hot water is discussed. The development of teflon-impregnated metal bearings are also discussed for an operating range of 200° F to 500° F.

Alloys of the class called "self-lubricated" have a resistance to "accelerated mechanical abrasion" which it has not been possible to duplicate by external lubrication. Alloys in this class include gray cast iron (graphite lubricant), oil-impregnated powder-metal compositions (oil lubricant), and leaded copper-base and iron-base alloys (lead lubricant). This paper presents the mechanical aspect of seizing in metal wear which accounts in a qualitative manner for the observed phenomena in accelerated mechanical abrasion.


The causes of ball bearing failure are discussed under conditions of failure under normal operating conditions, failures caused by abnormal operating conditions, failures caused by defective bearings, and functional failures.


This report summarizes the principal problems in the field of lubrication and their relation to recent advances. The lubrication problems discussed include wear prevention and corrosive properties of additives, shear strength and durability of extreme pressure agents, synthetic oils and their improvement, the rust inhibition and work stability of greases, new gelling agents and their improvement, high temperature greases and bearings, and the approach toward lifetime lubrication in electric motors.


The best fixed-point seals are those of the radial unsupported area class. The grooved piston will leak less than a plain piston because of the aligning action provided by the fluid flowing in the groove.


Journal bearings and bearing materials, ball and roller bearings, thrust bearings, automotive lubricants, metal
working lubrication, boundary lubrication, and properties of lubricants are reviewed. The paper gives 72 references.


This discussion concerns Navy "M" bronze (U.S. Navy 46B8, Federal QQ-B-691a, Composition 1). The tensile strength of this type of centrifugal casting is 17.7 percent above that of the sand casting. Only the centrifugal method of casting bronzes for bearing back produces a material possessing the required high physical properties.


Copper-lead, bronze, babbitt, copper, aluminum (17S), and Alfin alloy are common bearing metals that have been found very promising for use in unilaterally loaded journal bearings lubricated with a silicone fluid. These were especially effective with chromium-plated high-carbon-steel journals. These nonferrous bearings have been successfully operated with load increments of as much as 5500 psi applied during cycling tests.


There is no longer a serious problem with varnish or lacquer formation in engines. It has been reduced or eliminated by employing heavy-duty oil or installing oil coolers.


The article describes the bearing materials bonded with synthetic resin. Data are given on the laminated materials, including physical properties, as well as the results of various bearing performance tests. The wear properties were also investigated on a wear-testing machine.


A good discussion is presented of early experiments with oil-lubricated stern bearings.

The paper discusses some recent component failures in Maritime Administration designed ships. It also discusses corrective measures which were taken.


Operational and maintenance problems of four liberty ships converted for the purpose of promoting the development of new types of main propulsion machinery are given. The corrective measures taken for these problems are also discussed.


The advantages of flash type evaporators for marine use are that there are no flow meters on the feed brine, no brine-sampling valve, no chemical-feed treatment system, and no provisions for cold shocking the evaporator. For long life, the materials used are non-ferrous: evaporator shell (silicon bronze or copper-nickel 90-10), tubesheets (Naval brass or copper-nickel 90-10), tubes (aluminum brass or Cu-Ni-90-10), sea water piping (Cu-Ni-90-10 with bronze silver solder fittings).


A survey on steam propulsion is given with reference to nuclear power, gas turbines, steam turbines, boilers, and diesel engines.


Fuels containing ethyl silicate liquid additive were used for residual-fuel tests. Additional tests were conducted using kaolin, aerosil, and micronised mica waste. Aluminum-coated tube deposits contained only slight amounts of iron, indicating negligible penetration and corrosion effects.

Instead of having a separate prime mover for auxiliary power in the arrangement described, auxiliary power is supplied by the main engine through chains and a fluid coupling driven from the shaft.


The unit operates under vacuum and uses waste heat from the main engine cooling water system, distilling sea water at such low temperatures that there is no risk of serious scale formation.


The paper discusses a proposal for the propulsion of a large oil tanker by a combined free-piston gasifier, gas turbine, and steam turbine installation. Information is given on wear of diesel engine parts after 1000 hours of operation. The gas turbine itself requires virtually no maintenance. Maintenance and wear figures are given only for the gasifiers.


The paper discusses mainly how to plan maintenance and how to record and tabulate data on maintenance.


Cavitation on diesel engine cylinder liners depends on vibration. In certain series of engines, the vibration is reduced by the use of a two-piece heavy wall liner or cam-ground piston. Internal combustion engine valves were protected by heating, fluxing, and dipping the valve head in commercially-pure molten aluminum. This increases the lifetime two to three times.

Flash evaporators of the type discussed have several advantages. Initial cost is lower and maintenance cost and time reduced to a minimum. The use of oceanographic thermal gradients and solar energy to obtain potable water through flash evaporators is considered.


Types of propulsion machinery and the related vessels, the improvements attained in ten years, and maintenance and reliability of machinery are discussed in general.


The main advantage of the Soloshell plant is that, being of the low pressure type, it does not require frequent cleaning.


The J.C. Rotary Magnetic Seal Co., Ltd. has developed a mechanical seal of an entirely new type which dispenses completely with stuffing boxes and packing materials. Tests carried out over a two-year period were very favorable and showed little wear.


A distilling plant is described which is claimed to simplify maintenance compared to the submerged tube type.


The aerothermopressor is a duct within which atomized water evaporates into a high-speed stream of high temperature gas, thereby inducing a rise in the isentropic stagnation pressure of the gas stream. It is used as an auxiliary for improving the performance of a gas-turbine plant at the exhaust of the power turbine.

To maintain this plant at peak efficiency, it is necessary to clean it only twice a year and only five to six manhours of labor are required. Operation is simple; once vacuum has been obtained and the pumps placed in operation, the plant is controlled by one valve.


A 50,000 gallon/day distilling unit is described. Advantages of this flash-type evaporator are given as compared with the submerged tube type.


The paper discusses some design features which tend to reduce maintenance. The designs are not unique.


Ship vibration problems are discussed in some detail. The discussion includes machinery and hull vibration causes and design corrections.


An important advantage of this plant is the elimination of scale on the heating surfaces due to the low temperatures. Removal of coils at short intervals and their manual cleaning are no longer necessary.


Methods of maintenance and repair are examined as employed in ships and dockyards during World War I, the interval between the wars, World War II, and the period until the present day. The developments and changes in main and auxiliary machinery during these periods, their influence on methods of maintenance and repair, and the actions taken to meet the changes are each discussed in the period concerned. The more recent lessons of war are studied in relation to maintenance and repair, the increasing maintenance.
load, and the advances in processes, equipment, and techniques which aid maintenance.


This paper presents a study of design requirements, steam machinery, internal combustion engines, and gas turbines between 1923 and 1948. An improved turbine-gland system developed to combat war shock damage resulted in better machinery space conditions.


Developments in marine engineering for the last fifty years are given. Reciprocating weight reduction, reduction gear proposals, condensers, steam turbines and their troubles, boilers, and diesel engines are discussed.


Problems of condenser tube failure and also those of Scotch and water tube boilers are discussed. Efficiencies for various types of machinery are indicated. A good picture of marine engineering in 1930 is given.


Early steam pipe failures are discussed, and a tabulation of principal failures from 1885-1898 is given.

27. "Some Details in Marine Engineering," T. Mudd; INA, 1891.

The paper discusses design details and points of difficulty which apply to marine boilers, stern tube boring, machining, crankshafts, piston packing, and cylinders. It is a good presentation of current engineering problems of the period.

28. "Copper Steam Pipes for Modern High Pressure Engines," W. Parker; INA, 1889.

The failure of copper steam pipes on two ships is discussed. Failure is considered to be caused by brazing. Tests made on copper pipe are also discussed.
   This is a general treatment of types and causes of machinery failures and the cost for maintenance of three ships.

   This is a sequel to the 1879 paper. The effect of length of stroke on engines with misaligned bearings is discussed.

   The paper handles possible reasons for the failure of steam engine crankshafts. It considers especially the effects of bearing misalignment.

32. "Further Experiences in Marine Engineering," R. Murray; INA, 1867.
   The problems of early surface condensers are discussed.

33. "Some Recent Experiences in Marine Engineering," R. Murray; INA, 1865.
   Problems of an untreated closed feed system with no blowdown and those of engine lubricants in the boilers are covered along with data on a low-pressure (20 psi), single-cylinder engine plant.

34. "Development of Device to Protect Turbo Generator from Damage Due to Thrust Bearing Failure," R. Bruce, C. A. Roberts, K. C. Byram; AIEE TRANS, v 77, Pt III, pp 1383-1386.
   Failure of thrust bearings working at high temperatures and pressures is discussed, and a method of protecting the machine by automatic tripping on a predetermined increase in metal temperatures is given. Bearing metal temperature is detected, recorded, and used to actuate automatic tripping instruments to protect the turbine.

**MATERIALS**

   Required life, fatigue failure, stress corrosion, caustic
embrittlement, brittle failure, irradiation damage, creep deformation, and thermal shock are discussed. Suggested materials to prevent or decrease these failures are given with the 43 references.


Coatings of certain polar organic compounds on specimens of steel, magnesium, and copper-beryllium alloys markedly increase fatigue strength according to experiments carried out by the U.S. Bureau of Standards.


The experiments described evaluate different materials for use in steam generator tubing containing high pH boiler water.


Apart from high abrasion resistance, the sprayed and fused coatings have extremely good corrosion resistance in many chemical conditions, as well as very good oxidation resistance. The results of corrosion tests for a Ni-Cr-B-Si alloy are summarized in the paper.


The use of a plastic refractory enables a complete monolithic structure to be obtained, thus eliminating the joints where brickwork failure tends to start. Plastics are highly resistant to spalling, which is often the result of continuous operation at high ratings on poor fuel. For high duty use with temperatures about 1400° C, the Super Mono-Fibrik grade is recommended.


The study establishes that Inconel is an excellent construction material for primary and secondary waters of pressurized water reactors.

Classification and properties of wire insulation, ground insulation, coil insulation, and form-wound insulation are discussed.


An explanation of the mechanism of growth and scaling is given, and the conditions which promote them are described. Growth at low temperatures can be retarded by quite small amounts of alloying elements (chromium, copper, antimony, tin), which delay or prevent the graphitization of pearlite. Growth at elevated temperatures is decreased by reducing graphite flake size.


232° C is the present limiting temperature for the use of cast irons in steam engineering in this country. It is felt that this limit could be safely raised to 343° C as recently reported tests on 35 cast irons have shown no appreciable growth due to oxidation or pearlite decomposition at temperatures up to 400° C.


By employing combined chromium/aluminum diffusion, effective resistance to corrosion at temperatures up to 1305° C can be obtained. When sulphur-bearing gases are present, adequate resistance to corrosion can be obtained by chromizing, followed by superficial high-temperature oxidation of the surface to chromic oxide. Another advantage of the higher percentage of surface chromium provided by the process is that it permits fuller use to be made in a wide range of applications of the physical properties of chromium itself (extreme hardness, resistance to abrasion, and virtual immunity to oxidation or attack by many chemicals). This advantage is combined with the ability to maintain these properties over a wide temperature range.


The fatigue limit at $10^7$ cycles of the polished brass
specimen was 18.0 kg/mm², compared with 20.4 kg/mm² for
the shot-peened specimen, representing an increase of about
13%. The fatigue limit at 10⁷ cycles of the decarburized
specimen was only 31 kg/mm², whereas the corresponding value
for the shot-peened decarburized specimen was 48 kg/mm².
This represents an increase of as much as 54%. Increased
intensity of shot-peening has a beneficial influence on
the fatigue strength of decarburized specimens, even to
the point of causing it to rise to approximately the same
value as that of polished specimens.


Pyroceram, a new glass-ceramic material, has properties
that suggest its use for bearings, spacer and seal rings,
piston tops, and valves. Stronger than glass and higher
in surface hardness, it has high electrical resistance
and can be finished to precise tolerances. Because of the
low thermal expansion coefficient, it withstood tempera-
tures as high as 1800°F and as low as -200°F. It can
function with or without a lubricant with little wear or
increase in friction coefficient, and it can operate in
corrosive liquids with less deterioration than a metal
bearing.

and D. L. Newhouse; ASME TRANS, SERIES A, J OF ENGINEERING FOR
POWER, v 81, n 2, April, 1959, pp 161-176.

The results of tests indicate that M-252 (nickel base
alloy) has a corrosion rate which is three or four times
greater than S-816 material. The application of M-252
is limited to gas turbines which burn gaseous fuels
(limit temperature of 1400°F).

and J. A. Pope; read at a meeting of NECIES, v 75, March 23,
1959, p 285.

The main conclusions drawn from the tests and previous
work are: Sound steel casting are more suitable material
for combustion-chamber parts than any of the cast irons;
Spheroidal-graphite type cast iron possesses longer ser-
vice life under thermal straining conditions than any of
the flake-graphite cast irons. A suggested order of
merit of materials subjected to thermal straining is:
1) steel casting, 2) spheroidal-graphite cast iron with
ferrite matrix, 3) spheroidal-graphite cast iron with
pearlite matrix, 4) flake cast iron with short, thick
flakes of graphite and low, free graphite content,
5) flake cast iron with long, thin graphite flakes and high, free carbon content.


A survey was made of the elevated-temperature characteristics of refractory materials melting above 2500°F. Data are presented on the melting points, ductility, and elevated-temperature stability of the refractory metals, carbides, nitrides, oxides, silicides, sulfides, beryllides, aluminides, other intermetallics, phosphates, and uranates. The thermal shock resistances, thermal conductivities, thermal expansions, and emissivities reported for these materials are given. The effect of nuclear radiation on ceramics is reported. The mechanical properties of refractory materials are briefly reviewed.


The fatigue failure and fretting corrosion related to this type failure are discussed. The characteristic features of basic types of fatigue cracks are given in the appendix. Crack detection methods for fatigue cracks are given along with proposals to prevent fretting corrosion. These proposals are surface treatment, fit and finish of the surfaces, and lubrication of the surfaces.


A new synthetic rubber is discussed for service in oils, fuels, and solvents at over 400°F. It is a linear co-polymer of vinylidene fluoride by weight. Properties of Viton are resistance to heat aging; resistance to fluids and chemicals; better hardness, tensile strength, and elongation than any elastomer; resistance to compression set; low-temperature properties which are not astounding but adequate; and resistance to ozone and weathering. Viton is used as valve-stem seals on truck engines, brake cups, front pump seals, gasoline pumps, thermostat bellows, fuel tanks, and portable storage tanks.

Diffusing chromium into the surface of metal results in resistance to corrosion and oxidation. The wear and abrasion resistance exhibited is similar to tungsten carbide surfaces. Used for gas turbine vanes and blades, it requires high hot strength as well as resistance to oxidation and erosion. Protection is provided against oxidation at temperatures close to 2000°F, along with increased life in metal-to-metal contact friction. It was used in pistons in a vertical pump, generating pressures up to 2000 psi, with reduced scoring and leakage; it was also used in steam traps.


Superheater tube and support materials; creep; high temperature; fouling and corrosion problems as related to content of fuel oil; and means of failure prevention are discussed with numerous references.


Ceramic-bonded silicon-carbide was applied to a flue connecting the gas generator and carburator (as liner) and showed no erosion after 10,000 hours. The use of silicon-carbide boiler tube facings was also discussed.


A general discussion of metallurgical problems and their causes is presented with emphasis on condenser tube and propeller shaft liner corrosion, use of spheroidal-graphite iron for ships' valves and diesel engine pistons, and development of simple alloys.


More exacting specifications for the materials used in diesel engine construction are required, due to the continued improvement of this engine in recent years. Improvements effected and experiences with the use of spheroidal-graphite irons for diesel pistons are fully described.

Chrome of 800 to 1000 Brinnell is electrodeposited on wearing surfaces; this gives almost wear-proof life. The thickness of the coating depends upon shaft size and service and ranges from 0.006 to 0.060 inch on the radius. About 0.001 to 0.002 inch more chrome must be added for finishing. A chrome-plated high-speed (over 750 rpm) internal combustion engine shaft has a better chance of surviving due to inherent resistance to wear and abrasion.


Through the use of microhardness measuring techniques, it was found that the different finishing methods introduced varying degrees and varying departments of cold work in the surface layers of the metal. Cold rolling produced the highest hardness, which is greatest fatigue strength, while grinding gave the lowest value.


Approximately 150 references, some annotated, are cited from periodicals and report literature.


A mineral oil in use must give satisfactory performance not only during initial service but also after extended operation. The authors discuss how the chemical composition of the oil affects its performance and, in particular, its oxidation stability.


The procurement of the report described in this article would be of some help in choosing materials for condenser tubes, gas turbines, etc., in that it reviews research done in these areas in 1955.

Tungsten carbide plating has excellent resistance to thermal shock. Strips loaded in tension to 15,000 psi, heated to 1350°F in 45 seconds, and cooled to 120°F in 30 seconds showed good test results.


It has been established that an aluminum-alloy piston with a cast-in austenitic ring carrier reduces the rate of wear on both the piston and the cylinder liner under corrosive conditions. After heat treatment and tempering, these rings are highly resistant to wear and to corrosion attack from fuel oils of high sulphur content.


The use of ferrous materials in marine engineering for shafting, crankshafts, rotorshafts for steam and gas turbines, reduction gearing, pistons, turbine blading, stationary turbine parts, and steam plant is discussed. Their service in sea water is also treated.


Thermosetting laminated plastics are excellent electrical insulators; these materials are also mechanically strong, light in weight, and easy to fabricate. They resist chemical corrosion, moisture, aging, heat, and temperature deterioration. To establish safe operating loads, tests for the endurance limits of dielectric strength were run on each of several grades of thermosetting plastic laminates, plotting voltages against time. The data thus obtained indicate that, for a given thickness and atmospheric condition, a maximum voltage exists below which failure will not occur.


The particular application of nodular cast iron to crankshafts is discussed in detail. It can replace alloy flake-graphite irons with a gain in ductility and impact resistance. It is already replacing graphitic cast steel, chiefly because of its better founding properties and because its lower
pouring-temperature facilitates the use of mass-produced shell moulds.


The paper considers alloys which include some martensic 12% Cr types. Detailed high-temperature creep-relaxation and stress-rupture data are given for 12% Cr (Type 403) and for six alloy modifications including 12% Cr-Co-W-V, 12% Cr-Mo-V, 12% Cr-W-V, 12% Cr-Mo-W-V, 12% Cr-Cb, and 12% Cr-Ni-W. These materials prove their importance in steam and gas turbine buckets, compressor blading, bolting, valve stems, and similar applications.


A steel having an addition of 1 lb. of aluminum per ton provided tubes having satisfactory creep properties in all conditions of fabrication and heat treatment.


A discussion is presented of improvements in materials, design, and operation to meet problems of water, steam, and air flow.

NUCLEAR REACTORS


References to 411 unclassified AEC research and development reports and 151 unclassified non-AEC reports are presented. Reactor safety, materials, and operation to provide maximum safety are included.


Bibliographies issued or in preparation on marine reactors
and safety are given.


Rules for design and construction of nuclear powered merchant ships proposed by the Ministry of Transport (Great Britain) are interpreted with special reference to the location of propulsion turbines and containment structure.


A review of experience gained in 1500 Mwd operation between February and August, 1958, covers coolant decomposition, fuel elements, heat transfer surfaces, corrosion, coolant activation, and component dependability and maintenance. Inspection of the internal components of the pumps failed to disclose any evidence of erosion or corrosion after more than two years of essentially continuous operation, and only normal wear has occurred on bearings and rotating seal surfaces. Packed valves have been completely satisfactory. Standard raised-face flanges are being employed on the coolant and gaseous systems, and flange leakage has not been a problem. Due to the low radiation levels prevalent even during operation, maintenance of components has not been a problem either.


Proven standard commercial components are used to ensure a high degree of reliability at reasonable cost. Minimum downtime and simplicity of operation are achieved with the natural circulation water cycle. The reactor requires refueling only once every four years.


561 references to bibliographies and literature surveys are provided with report numbers and availability indexes.

Available from OTS and Depository libraries.

A title list of 269 unclassified references to AEC and non-AEC reports is given that supplements "Reactor Safety, A Selective Bibliography" (TID-3073). These references are presented on reactor systems, materials, and operation designed to provide maximum safety for the reactor, reactor personnel, and environs. Information is included concerning incidents and conditions of operation considered hazardous.


References are given on the Shippingport Pressurized Water Reactor, Army Package Power Reactor, Indian Point Reactor, N.S. SAVANNAH, and general reports on pressurized water reactors.


Maintenance work on the reactor has proved to be simple. In four months, the reactor has been opened 13 times to install, remove, or rearrange fuel as part of the experimental program. In one of these instances, the work required less than 24 hours. Methods of operating and staffing are also discussed.


This progress report on the homogeneous reactor discusses the engineering of pumps, pipes, and valves. It also discusses many other things of no direct interest to this project.


This is a design for heavy water exchangers in primary coolant loops of a nuclear power plant to meet requirements for low holdup, minimum leakage, minimum maintenance, ease of maintenance, and minimum fabrication cost.
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This listing is compiled from references used by numerous organizations in studies pertaining to various phases of the application of nuclear power to merchant ship propulsion. The arranged references contain the subjects of propulsion machinery and auxiliary equipment, reactor types, and basic information on reactor design.


Typical design and performance parameters are shown for a wide range of sizes of canned-motor pumps. All units are for pressurized water systems operating in the range of 2500 psi pressure and 500° F temperature. Motor life of 15 to 20 years under light radiation is possible. Twenty of the questions most frequently asked by prospective users are discussed and answered.


This instrumentation provides a high degree of reliability and long life under severe environmental conditions through the use of a magnetic amplifier and silicon rectifiers.


The design of a steam plant to minimize gland leakage and other water losses is discussed. This plant uses an air-cooled condenser and relatively high back pressure. The design envisions an ambient air temperature of 100° F and uses a simple design of a hermetic, air-cooled condenser and a current design of a gas-cooled, graphite-moderated reactor.


Steam pressures at full load ranging from 200 to 600 psia
are used in naval reactor plants; this pressure is low in comparison with those of modern conventional steam plants. One reactor per shaft gives lower machinery weights and shield weights than two reactors per shaft for the same total horsepower. Reactor cores have had their life extended considerably, and fabrication methods are being simplified. Reactor control equipment, which can operate without any electron tubes, is also discussed.


A power reactor requires no control rods of any type. Saturated-steam turbines could be used without requiring much alteration in the nuclear reactor system. The reactor operator's only job is to observe the fuel-output temperature and to ascertain that the pumps are running properly. No expensive dissolving, purifying, and refabricating of radioactive-fuel assemblies are needed. Uranium refueling is necessary only once a year and requires only 24 hours.


This is a useful reference paper for the maintenance of nuclear reactors, although some of the references are secret and classified.


This bibliography contains 42 references of general interest, 19 references about metal-water reactions, 12 references about fission produced release, 35 references about containment, 38 references about transient tests and analysis, 19 references about Hazards Summary reports, and 11 references about fast reactor safety.


This paper covers the installation of \( \frac{17}{32} \) inch outside diameter stainless steel pipes into the reactor for a detection system so that all joints and fastenings would
last for the full life of the plant without any maintenance whatever.


In this paper, quality requirement problems of primary loop-valves (which control flow of primary fluid), valve-stem sealing against leakage, different corrosion problems in each type of reactor primary loop piping, causes of failure, requirements for valve part surfaces, and heat treatment are discussed.


A list is given of reactor power plant types, arranged in order of increasing difficulty of maintenance with the advantages and disadvantages maintenance-wise of each. The types of plants listed are gas cooled, pressurized water, boiling water, sodium graphite, fast reactor, aqueous homogeneous, fused salt homogeneous, and liquid metal fuel.


The development of the technology associated with the sodium-cooled, graphite-moderated type of reactor is discussed. Components have been designed, developed, and tested. They include pumps, valves, cold traps, venting systems, and coolant instrumentation. The results of this engineering and development work are described in detail for the heat transfer system. Stress and heat transfer data and experimental results are also discussed.


The authors discuss problems of start-up, normal operation, shutdown, maintenance, refueling, and manpower.

The operation of the Borax-III for 1170 hours at 300 psig is discussed. Since a high concentration of oxygen in steam causes extensive corrosion to turbine and condenser materials, hydrogen gas was added to the reactor water. The oxygen content of the steam was markedly reduced. Monitoring the activity of the gases from the condenser air ejector may prove to be a reliable means of early detection of breaks in the fuel cladding material.


The use of an inert gas, such as nitrogen, as the working medium in this plant eliminates the problem of chemical attack on the reactor as well as the turbine.


Reactors of the graphite-moderated and air-cooled type are discussed. Maintenance work which had to be done under reactor conditions because of the effects of flux, temperature, and air flow developed faults. Examples of work which has been done and the techniques evolved are given along with their effect on design of future reactors.


The Babcock and Wilcox Co. has carried out an investigation into the rates of corrosion of carbon steel in water at various temperatures and rates of flow in order to find out whether this material might safely be used in nuclear reactors as a substitute for stainless steel.


A bibliography containing 1158 references is presented on operation, performance, and the safety of various reactors for ship propulsion.

PIPING

1. "New Design of Steam Valve," SHIPBLDR AND MAR ENG BLDR, v 67, -85-
The new design incorporates a unique flexible titanium alloy disc which is resistant to corrosion and erosion. Seat galling and corrosion and the destructive wire-drawing effect of steam are eliminated by the special design of the preseator valve. It is suitable for use with steam at a pressure of 200 psi and a temperature of 500°F.


It is claimed that the flexible piping described in this paper has the advantages of inherent flexibility, hence vibration-absorbing properties as well as abrasion and wear-resistance, coupled with freedom from electrolytic action, marine deposits, and the effect of oil-soaking.


The coupling compensates for temperature because the hotter it gets, the harder it grips the pipe flange and, therefore, the tighter it seals. The design is simple and lightweight; it can be connected and disconnected in a few minutes. At present, it handles 8000 psi in 3/4 inch diameter pipe sizes, down to 70 psi in 20 inch diameters. Corrosion resistance of the coupling and great strength come from an embossed, age-hardened Inconel "X" sectional shell or band that makes up the body of the coupling.


A review is presented of the progress of graphitization, and of the rehabilitation measures taken to control it, in the carbon-1% molybdenum steel components of the power station at the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant. Molybdenum contents of 0.7% to 1.0%, however, do appear to minimize the influence of abnormality. Samples taken in 1957 from two valves that had been normalized in 1952 were found to be graphite free.

5. "Valve and Piping Hookups: Key to Tight Seating Steam Shutoff Valves," M. Stein; POWER, v 102, n 9, September, 1958, p 106.

Small amounts of condensate will accumulate on closing
surfaces of valves; any air in the system brings oxygen in contact with this water to produce an active cell. The design aim is to eliminate any condensate buildup during shutdown. Practical solutions to the problem of maintaining tight-seating steam valves are given.


A comparison is made of the relatively maintenance-free service life of eight to ten years or more for metallic packing with the six months or a year of trouble-free operation you get from fibrous types. Installation of metallic packings is relatively simple; lubrication of metallic packings minimizes friction and prolongs service life. For pressures under 600 psig and with adequate lubrication, graphitic-bearing-type cast iron is suitable material; for higher pressures, a leaded-bearing-bronze is best. Nonlubricated service necessitates use of carbon for the segments. For corrosive service, babbitt and phenolics are good.


Three ways to isolate piping vibration and to minimize its harmful effects are discussed. Vibration isolators can be put under the source of vibration (vibration mounts or pads under a compressor). The piping system can be isolated from the source of vibration by placing specially designed short lengths of flexible piping into the line on the discharge side of pumps and compressors. Finally, vibration hangers can be used as flexible anchors on piping; they offset forces set up by vibration and minimize the damaging effect.


This light thermoplastic piping (Durapipe) is able to stand temperatures up to 400° F and, thus, is adaptable for low temperature steam lines.


The fittings are satisfactory for a working pressure of 10,000 psi, under the correct conditions and with correct sizes of tube. The fittings are made from steel bar and
forgings to a suitable British Standard Specification, this being a manganese-toughened quality steel. The gripping ring, or cone, is made from a similar steel and is suitably heat-treated. Joints may be dismantled and re-assembled any number of times, provided the same sets of parts are assembled together.


The extensive use of corrosion resistant steels, the problems of sealing, and the specifications for forgings and castings entering in the procurement of the quality demanded from primary loop valves are discussed.


Without an interior bead, the tubing has better physical properties, improved corrosion resistance, and greater formability. The outside-diameter weld bead can be held uniform and smooth so that it is possible to reduce it by swaging and to improve its mechanical properties without undesirable side effects.


Stress concentrations at circumferential edge welds were the apparent primary cause of failure in all the disk-type joints tested. Stress concentrations in longitudinal welds were the apparent primary cause of failure in three of the hydraulically-formed types of joints tested.


There has been no loss of strength, no embrittlement, and no occurrence of graphite in the welded valve casting of nickel-chromium-molybdenum steel, of approximately W.C-4 grade, after exposure to steam at 900°F for a period of six years.


The special 10 inch, 1900 psi pressure-seal flanged pipe
Joint remained tight throughout 25 cycles of heating to 1050°F and quenching with saturated steam at approximately 575°F. The special 10 inch, 1900 psi bellows-type flanged pipe joint leaked 11 times out of a total of 23 quench tests. Leakage was extremely slight; the joint sealed itself in every case. Final inspection showed the drilled 18-8 flange deformed 0.010 inch at the outer edge and 0.004 inch at the OD of the stellite-faced gasket chamber.


A cyclic heating test of several full-size heavy-wall pipe joints between austenitic and ferritic steels is described. It is concluded that sound welded joints can be made between these dissimilar materials and that such joints will withstand the effects of temperature changes which may be expected to occur in modern power-plant service. The results provide considerable assurance that 18/8 piping, and particularly welds between 18/8 piping and low-chrome steel piping, can satisfactorily withstand the temperature changes.

PUMPS


A résumé is given of the record of the canned rotor pump and limited leakage pumps, and some criteria are indicated in choosing one or the other. Further discussions treat value of experience, steam generator design, and fabrication considerations.


The experience of a PRTR primary process pump and of a second small pump using prototype seals is reported. The Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor (PRTR) is the first large high-temperature and pressure reactor to adopt low leakage mechanical seal type primary pumps. Circulating pumps with mechanically sealed shafts are satisfactory for use in the nuclear industry. They offer the advantages of a life equal to other pumps, relatively simple maintenance on-site, and low leakage rates. Maintenance experience of the pumps is also discussed.

The pump shaft is designed so that the span between the two bearings is always greater than the length of the cantilever from the impeller center-line to the first bearing. This gives a low bending moment and reduces shaft deflection to a minimum. Deep-groove ball bearings are used throughout, while bearing life is increased by the ballast chamber behind the impeller which minimizes any hydraulic axial thrust.


A paddle pump is a high-clearance centrifugal pump with a four-bladed paddle as an impeller. Their simple, rugged features make them desirable in radiochemical processing.


A self-contained cooling system that reduces temperature at the seal faces without needing injection of cold condensate or makeup water is discussed. The rotating face has slots which act as a pump impeller or pumping ring. During operation, water in the stuffing box is pumped through the heat exchanger. Thus, it is cooled before flowing to the stuffing box adjacent to the seal contact surfaces. It is claimed that a boiler-feed pump equipped with these seals has been running for 26,500 hours, over three years, without any need for maintenance.


The rotor of this pump runs in water-lubricated journal bearings, the driving and pumping elements being overhung from the opposite ends of the shaft and contained in a steel casting which incorporates the turbine and pump casings without external openings. The maintenance problems which accompany oil lubricated bearings, shaft seals, and stuffing boxes are thus eliminated.


Circulating pumps, compressors, and blowers exposed to radiation present unusual problems regarding operating
speeds, lubrication, and hermetic sealing. The effects on operation and maintenance of extremely high temperature, corrosion, and radiation are also considered.


It is claimed that maintenance is reduced for the Worthington high-speed, barrel-type feed pump having 565,000 lb. per hour capacity at a discharge of 1810 psig and driven at a speed of 6500 rpm by a steam turbine. Maintenance is reduced because the shorter, more rigid shaft decreases wear at running joints. Pump life is greatly affected by shaft deflection and internal clearances. High-speed pumps have less than one-third the deflection of similar low-speed units.


The T-Y gland, a product of Ronald Trust and Co., Ltd., has been in use for four years in various fields of engineering and has proved on centrifugal pump glands to have a good sealing efficiency without wear to pump shafts.


This paper describes the features of a mechanical "canned motor" pump of an advanced design which appears to have excellent potential.


A description is given of a new type Goodyear pump which is of the continuous, self-priming, self-lubricating type working with the Archimedian screw principle. There are three sizes of the pump (11/4 inch, 11/2 inch, 21/4 inch suction and delivery connections) requiring prime movers of 1/3 to 16 bhp. They cover a range of outputs from 4.5 to 167 gallons per minute at a speed range of 750 to 3000 rpm. Its simplicity, portability, and extreme lightness make it an all-purpose pump of outstanding performance.
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The improvement of the conventional pump packing design to obtain long packing and shaft life is discussed. The new design offers simplicity.


This advanced vertical double-case design with unit-type multi-stage rotor is designed to give sustained trouble-free operation over long periods of time. No external oil system is needed as the internal bearings are lubricated by the liquid being pumped.


The reversing and racing condition should be considered in high-efficiency pump design. As the stuffing box is still the component with the lowest service life, designs of pumps without stuffing boxes have been developed for minimum maintenance. Typical causes of pump damage and erosion effects are given.


The mechanical pump employs a special hydraulic bearing fed by sodium from the impeller discharge. No bearings are required in the electromagnetic pump. The mechanical pump requires a flowing inert gas supply to its shaft seal, and the liquid level within the pump must be controlled. The electromagnetic pump requires neither of the latter, but does require a constant cooling fluid supply.


The pump was shut down after a total of 580 hours at 100 psi. The results of the inspection were favorable. Graphitar runner and thrust bearing shoes appeared to be in good condition.

The hydraulic problems of a pump failure in complex hydraulic circuits are discussed. This analysis led to the decision not to install check valves but to employ brakes or non-reversing clutches to protect the system from the consequences of running the pumps as turbines.


The paper describes different types of liquid metal pumps developed by British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. The main advantages of electromagnetic pumps over mechanical pumps are no moving parts, compactness, and equal if not better efficiency.


The problems of glandless pumps are discussed. It is shown how two available pumps overcome these problems. Glandless pumps are used in nuclear engineering work because of their reliability and leak tightness. Impeller specific speeds of less than 3000 are preferred for the larger sizes and less than 25000 for the smaller sizes.


The advantages of two basic-type pumps and their differences are compared with reference to efficiency, submergence requirements, maintenance, bearing life, operation during load change, and operating temperature.


Data on pulsafeeder and purge pump failures in the HRT mockup are summarized. Measures to prevent such failures are suggested.


The paper gives synthetic materials for mechanical seals. Synthetic rubbers are satisfactory between -30°C F and 200°C F in liquids compatible to synthetic rubber. The
temperature range for fluorocarbon extends approximately from -120° F to 450° F, and fluorocarbon is resistant to attack by practically all liquids pumped in industry.


The low-pressure area created at the impeller hub and stuffing box is only a fraction of the discharge pressure, increasing the life of the packing, shaft, or sleeve. Solids in suspension cause less trouble when handled by a pump having eductor vanes because fewer particles find their way into the stuffing box. This further reduces the wear and maintenance.


Cases occur in large water pumps wherein, after installation, vibrations exceeding allowable limits are found to set in when starting up. To meet such situations without resorting to reconstruction of the pump itself, a method of "pre-opening" is presented in this paper. This consists of opening up the delivery valves to a certain extent while the pump is gradually being worked up to full speed. The method of estimating the quantity of reverse flow, the torque required, and the time necessary for attainment of normal speed is explained.


Pulsation absorbers (or surge tank) are often required in reciprocating-pump installations where pipe vibration, flowmeter errors, partial flashing of the liquid in the low-pressure ranges, valve hammer, and other disadvantages of pulsating flow must be eliminated. Graphs are presented based on theoretical analyses for sizing such absorbers for any given installation and desired pulsation amplitude. Experiments with a laboratory unit as well as a few full-scale plant installations confirm the theoretical results. Recommendations also are made for certain important design details.

The liquid metal pump design, associated seal development, and operating experience are described in this paper. Each pump is a single volute, radial centrifugal design with a 926 specific speed, rated 400 gpm, and 126 ft. head at 1750 rpm.


Tests indicate that resistance to corrosion-erosion is materially increased by using chromium-bearing alloy steels. Bronzes and monel are resistant to attack and, to a lesser extent, so is cast iron. Results obtained with a bakelite-lacquer-coated carbon-steel specimen indicated that this coating has considerable promise for use with present boiler feed pumps having cast-carbon-steel casings.


The life of pump parts can be increased considerably by using special materials such as aluminum, chrome-vanadium steel, and steel N-123.


Objectives of the program were to test two pumps of different design and to develop auxiliary components which were needed. This report describes the testing of a freeze-seal pump; included in the appendix is the account of the development of a special shaft freeze seal for use in this pump. Operating design conditions for the test pump were for pumping sodium at 7200 gpm, 945°F, and 150 ft. head. A separate report (R. W. Atz, NAA-SR-4336, to be published) will cover work done on the second pump, namely the free-surface type, in which there is no shaft seal.


The paper discusses the several types of these pumps that have been developed and the uses for leakless pumps for high pressures and temperatures. Among the pumps are the
hermetically sealed designs, of which three types have been built. They are the canned induction motor, unipolar motor, and turbomagnetic drive. Bearings, valves, liquid-level indicators, liquid-level controllers, flowmeters, and pressure measurements are also discussed.

STEAM PLANTS, STATIONARY


A very good paper, but the information is not to be abstracted, reprinted, or otherwise given public dissemination without the approval of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory patent branch.


"Diagnostic," "total destruction," and "spot checking" mean increased production in the space age maintenance man's dictionary. A general discussion of the maintenance problem is included.


A 37-page survey is presented of the latest power-service equipment and design aids on electrical generation, electrical distribution, electrical applications, heat exchange, lubrication, materials handling, prime movers, welding, compressors and accessories, pumps, steam generation, valves, piping fittings, mechanical power transmission, water treatment, and instrumentation.


An important feature of the heating surface design is the removability of the cold end layer if and when it is necessary to do so for servicing and replacement. The entire cold end layer can be replaced with a minimum of expense in material and labor and at a fraction of the cost of the entire surface. The hot end layer never needs replacement under normal operating conditions. The most interesting characteristic of the rotary regenerative process of heat
exchange is its freedom from the influence of deposits on the efficiency of heat transmission.


To prevent downtime of the boiler, it is annually inspected and overhauled. Extensive records and planned maintenance allow the system to operate with only one boiler.


With rotary regenerative air preheaters, low exit-gas temperatures with resulting high boiler efficiencies have been achieved without undue maintenance problems. In raising the combustion air temperatures to 550°F, a marked reduction of SO$_3$ can be obtained. Thus, corrosion and plugging problems caused by SO$_3$ in the furnace can be reduced.


Overall protective schemes, considered by the working group to be a minimum, cover the steam generator, steam turbine, generator, main transformers, and auxiliary systems.


Turbine test data, obtained primarily by conventional plant instruments, were processed in an IBM 650 computer which solved 79 equations to obtain the desired heat rates. It could then be decided whether an anticipated improvement in heat rate would save sufficient fuel to justify the cost of a major overhaul.


This report presents particular features of central-station protection, emphasizing the problem of dependability and the need for coordination of all protective devices in a station -- mechanical as well as electrical. The amount of protection, safeguards, generator protection, voltage regulators, turbine protection, transfer of auxiliaries, backup protection,
and maintenance are subjects also covered.


The improvement of high-temperature rotors and blades of steam turbines is treated with regard to design change for better cooling, stress reduction of blade roots, and improved heat treatment of chromium-molybdenum-vanadium steel (austenizing at 1750°F).


By the installation of a large deionization plant, the CO₂ in the feedwater can be extracted with a resulting reduction in boiler corrosion.


Trials are now being carried out on the first titanium condenser tubes ever to be fitted to condensers; they are installed in a British power station. It is claimed by leading suppliers that titanium has a phenomenal resistance to many corrosive media, particularly sea water.


Turbine designs are improved to allow faster starting rates. With proper temperature control of the metal sections, turbines can be brought to speed and fully loaded in times as short as 30 minutes after an eight-hour shutdown. However, the temperature gradient across turbine metal walls should be limited to 150°F.


The various alloys used in the test had no serious deterioration of the essential properties. The oxidation resistance of all alloys appears to be adequate for the service for which they were employed. The nonstabilized alloys 304 and
316 suffered no intergranular attack. The test result indicates that materials are available for use in superheaters for high-pressure steam up to 1250° F.


The two new developments in power generation, supercritical pressure cycles and nuclear reactors, are imposing additional requirements on power-house auxiliary systems. This paper discusses the plant heat cycles from the auxiliary system viewpoint, outlines the auxiliary system requirements, and gives typical solutions used by plants in the design and construction stages.


This report is a presentation of the final results of a five-year nationwide outage survey of horizontal steam turbine-generators and of boilers. The horizontal steam turbine-generators operate at pressures of 700 psi or greater and are rated at or over 20,000 kw condensing or 10,000 kw superposed. The boilers have a continued rated capacity of 200,000 lb. per hr. or more and outlet pressures of 700 psi or greater. The objective of the study was to obtain forced outage rates of the equipment for use in applying probability methods to power system problems involving such facilities.


The use of spray attemperation as a temperature control of reheated steam is discussed along with a means to control the quantity of spray water. A method is suggested by which orifices cut pressure drop and reduce valve maintenance.


The principal feature of interest in the design is the use of an external superheater. Its location (after the main tube bank) is designed to limit the gas temperatures to the superheater elements in order to reduce the tube metal temperatures and also to avoid the associated problems of slagging, support plate corrosion, and the like.

The development of a novel electrostatic precipitator is described which operates in the temperature range between 5000 F and 75000 F, at a gas velocity of 40 fps. A stream of cleaning is continuously moving from one sector to the other to carry deposited dust into a secondary cyclone-type collector.


The boiler feedwater should be treated with a volatile amine which would pass over with the steam to ensure that the condensate remained slightly alkaline. By this means, corrosion in the steam, condensate, and feed systems (including the cargo-heating coils) would be stifled. Also, the pH value of the condensate should be measured at frequent intervals. The pH meter selected for this was the No. 28 model of the Electronics Ins., Ltd., Richmond, Surrey.


The items discussed include caustic embrittlement, oxygen scavenging, pitting corrosion, ammonia in the system, alkalinity, hide out, and acid cleaning.


The informal discussion on the causes of breakdown in steam plants was introduced by ten speakers, each of whom made a contribution based on his own experience. The subjects were loose wheels on the turbine shaft, pressure vessels, failure of brush turbine, corrosion fatigue, scaling of water side of condenser tubes, failure of the high-pressure shaft of a 25-megawatt turbine, failure of joint of dome head of high-pressure preheater, and general failures.


When tested with steam, leakage with the new design at 4% below the popping point was as low as with the conventional valve seat at 12% below the popping point. The seat was
subjected to a test of 80,000 cycles to determine whether or not fatigue of the seat element would develop. At the end of the test, the disk and seat were still structurally perfect and showed no signs of fatigue failure.


This paper introduces a safety-valve design which would be capable of discharging the greatest amount of fluid that could flow through a given size inlet within the limitations imposed by entrance conditions of pressure and either temperature or quality. Conditions were determined which would guarantee satisfactory performance.


Details are given covering the selection of air heaters, corrosion problems, methods of eliminating corrosion, cleaning air-heater units, and troubles experienced with air-heater installations. Corrosion of air heaters, due to condensation of moisture carried by the flue gas, is prevented by providing a direct air by-pass duct for the air heater.

STEAM TURBINES


Shell cracking in steam turbines is minimized by improved operating procedures and the application of accessories to control shell-temperature differentials. One successful design has the cast-nozzle port passages so arranged as to be free of the main bulk of the horizontal joint. The insert-steam-chest or nozzle box is designed to minimize cracks, allow freedom for three-directional thermal expansion, use relatively thin walls, and simplify casting design. The bypass method of starting and loading is one of the most effective methods for the prevention of excessive thermal stresses. Methods of operation include stop-valve bypass, start with low boiler pressure, start on existing stop-valve pilot, special valve cams for simultaneous control-valve opening, flange heating, and nozzle-bridge cross drilling.

In view of the increasing complexity of turbine design, a better approach than "custom engineering" is possible through advanced development of components and associated turbine equipment. The advantages of pre-engineering include greater manufacturing reliability.


Inspection indicated that the blade fracture probably resulted from fatigue of the root metal. The failure was progressive and occurred in stages across the root to the leading edge of the blade. Before replacing the blades, the manufacturer deepened the blade-root groove in the wheel so that a soft iron caulking piece could be driven under the blade root to maintain a tight fit. Vibration was minimized or eliminated by this expedient. All blades were shot peened at the roots to improve fatigue strength.


Solutions for control and safety problems of large steam turbines are given along with control of interceptor valves. Treatment is also extended to acceleration regulator, leak-off amplifier, feed heater flaps, load selector tripping and test gear, starting valve, preventing flow of steam and water from feed heaters to turbine, protection against vacuum failure, protection against lubrication system failure, and magnetic trip gear.


Electrostatic voltage damaged the bearings; direct-current voltages are probably being generated on all condensing turbines by the action of the wet steam on the rotating elements. The solution to the problem is grounding the voltage without causing bearing damage rather than trying to eliminate the generation of the voltage at the source. Grounding proposals include carbon brushes, metallic shoes, mercury baths, water seals, lubricating oil with high conductivity, and ionized air paths. The effects of the d-c voltage could be eliminated by applying an equal and opposite polarity voltage.

The paper presents in ordered sequence the conclusions reached as a result of the investigations. The reasons for failure center on the presence of black iron oxide in the oil system and the way in which it builds up on working surfaces of pistons and cylinder bores of the governor.


The paper discusses the high-pressure turbines which were fitted with Monel blades. These blades have not been replaced for 26 years, and when the turbines were opened up recently for inspection, they were found in good condition and fit for further service. The remarkable ability of Monel to stand up to the corrosive and erosive effects of superheated steam is well demonstrated by the life obtained from this blading.


A method of arresting turbine low pressure blade erosion, developed by Akron Sand Blast and Metallizing Co. in conjunction with Ohio Edison Co., consists of metal spraying of molybdenum base coating and a protective coating of 4-20 stainless steel. A method of grinding valve flanges after spraying is also discussed.


The features of the labyrinth seal designed for modern turbine operation and the use of carbon rings in combination with the labyrinth seal acting as pressure breakdown are given, along with the complete gland seal for shaft ends and the exhaustor system. The use of brushing and flexible metal packing to prevent leakage at valve stems and multiple bushing or the floating ring seal assembly for a range beyond 850 psig and 1000°F are also discussed.


The turbine's final stage blading must be twisted to give
suitable inlet and outlet angles along its length and to reduce bending stresses due to centrifugal pull; the locus of the center of gravity at the section should approximate a straight line. For high temperatures, austenitic steel of the 18% chromium, 12% nickel, and 1% niobium type is used. Development of ferritic steel of 6% and 12% chromium alloyed with elements as titanium, vanadium, and niobium was achieved to give high creep resistance. Casings for high pressures and temperatures employ double-shell construction. With inserted nozzle boxes for high pressures and temperatures, the casing is exposed to the reduced values which obtain after the first stage. Castings are used more than forgings for casings.


A discussion is given of how the drying and moisture recovery system was applied to the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor steam plant at Argonne National Laboratory and was found to prevent loss of valuable moderator and escape of radioactivity to the atmosphere. The system is automatic and remote controlled. A schematic diagram of the type of seal developed for the 5000 kw turbine and the drying and moisture recovery system is included. The sealing arrangement, with modifications, can be applied to reactor pumps and turbine horizontal joint flaps.


Research and progress needs in marine engineering are shown in this review of ten years' work. The subjects handled include comparisons of designs resulting from research in 1945 and 1953, development of turbine blading, turbine configuration and details with particular reference to casing construction, diaphragms, glands, water extraction in low pressure stages, bearings and vibration of rotors, and gearing research and tests.


The Siemens two-casing turbines are discussed. By arranging the ahead and astern maneuvering valves together on the top of the HP casing, a separate steam chest is unnecessary and only one steam supply pipe is required. Thus, the number of flanged connections in live steam piping is reduced to a minimum.

A discussion is given of four materials or approaches that are now available or show promise as contenders for the fire-resistant label: phosphate esters, hydrolubes, oil plus a "snuffer," and silicone fluid in combination with some suitable material.


This paper is instructive to the marine-turbine designer who is constantly faced with the problem of providing adequate strength to resist vibrating forces whose magnitude he does not know.


The operation and function of a complement of current turbine supervisory instruments are described. The instruments are the shaft-eccentricity meter, cylinder-expansion meter, differential-expansion meter, flange differential-temperature meter, shaft-position meter, thrust meter, and vibration meter.


The centripetal turbine can be designed to handle larger flows and higher enthalpy drops at higher rpm with better efficiency and lower stresses than does the axial-flow turbine. It is simpler and cheaper to manufacture, and it is more rugged because of the low number of blades and their configuration. Blades and hub can easily be made a single piece, eliminating the age-old difficulties with blade fastenings. Blade and hub can be air-cooled effectively in a simple manner, permitting operation with very high gas temperatures for which the strength of uncooled metal would be insufficient.


The tests indicate that the silica leaves the boiler as vaporized silicic acid which later crystallizes on the blades in the lower-pressure stages of the turbine. When the silica in the steam is below 0.1 ppm, no appreciable...
deposits are found in the turbines. To prevent deposits, maintain the silica in the boiler water below 5 ppm and remove the silica from the steam by scrubbing with a pure-grade water.

**MISCELLANEOUS**


   The range of modern gasket materials available provides ample scope for choice of compressibility, sealing pressure, physical performance, and chemical inertness. The basic factors governing the performance and selection of resilient seal materials and the properties of some typical modern compositions are given. A selection chart for gasket materials for different fluids is also given.


   The marine ionostat uses resins which are essentially matrices of styrene-divinyl benzene co-polymer employing active centers of nuclear sulphonic acid and complex hydroxyl groups. The ionostat requires little attention and eliminates the ever present human element to a very high degree. It is very simple to operate and requires no acid for regeneration.


   The main objective is to determine the major factors governing the axial-flow compressor blade vibration and to establish some design rules which would reduce the chances of a failure to an acceptable minimum. A semi-empirical design rule is suggested, and its interpretation in terms of the normal blade design parameters is included.


   The 34 references, some annotated, to available literature cover both domestic and foreign literature.

This 24-page report discusses in detail packing types, packing shape and stuffing box design, and causes of packing problems and their prevention.


Liquid springs are used on commercial machines and naval, military, and research apparatus. There is no doubt that the competition introduced by the liquid spring against the oleo-pneumatic shock absorber caused substantial advances in the latter. If the loads are very heavy and the space is limited and maintenance is a consideration, the liquid spring has the advantage. The liquid spring, once it is assembled, is extremely robust and no harm will overtake the incautious fitter when dismantling one. It is adaptable to widely varying conditions.


This governor was developed to meet the demand for a reliable, long-lived unit having characteristics suited to marine operation. The only rotating parts in this type of governor are the two gear pumps. There are no heavy rotating weights and nothing likely to give trouble, as are corresponding components of the centrifugal governor mechanism.


Mollusks, bryozoa, sponges, barnacles, and tunicates are considered. Their control can be effected by heat, change of salinity, change of oxygen content, increased velocity, acids, antifouling paints, screening, and poisoning with a number of different poisons. It is concluded that chlorination is the most effective and economical of these methods.


The mechanical properties of neoprene which are important for vibration, isolation, and damping are evaluated and compared with the analogous properties of rubber. Neoprene mountings are not damaged by millions of cycles of loading.
and unloading, and they resist deterioration from oils, chemicals, heat, sunlight, and oxidation. This type of spring frequently eliminates guides and other points of metal-to-metal contact, thereby reducing maintenance costs.
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